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Asbestos examination required
by Zora Johnson
staff reporter

A survey being done to assess the
asbestos situation at the University is
scheduled to be conducted sometime in
July, according to Pat Bellm, asbestos
coordinator.
The survey, which has been ordered
by the Ohio Board of Regents, is being
performed on all Ohio campuses, she
said. The Board will not release funds
for asbestos removal to any Ohio university until the study has been com-

The Board of Regents hopes to come
up with a priority ranking tor asbestos
removal on all Ohio campuses, Bellm
said. Decisions will be based on such
criteria as where the asbestos is located and what type of asbestos it is.
Asbestos is used three ways in buildings - as fireproofing, in plaster ceilings or as insulation around piping.
'"The state's top priority is removal
of the asbestos used in fireproofing,"
Bellm said. "Asbestos insulation is of
lower priority because it is not a health
threat unless the wrapping is destroyed."

Although the most prevalent use of
asbestos at the University is as insulation, there are four buildings which
contain asbestos fireproof ing. They are
the Psychology, Business Administration, Math Science and Life Science
buildings.
ALMOST ANY type of asbestos removal has to be contracted out, said
Roland Engler, director of plant operations and maintenance.
"Our capacity is limited as to how
much we can do, but our people handle
minor repairs," he said. "But we will

CBS Inc.
takeover
possible

Phi Delta will
have new home
for next fall
by Don Lee
staff reporter
Phi Delta Theta fraternity will
have a new house next fall,
thanks to one of their alumni.
Robert Maurer, a Bowling
Green attorney and former Phi
Delt, is pulling down the old Hub
grain elevator and silos at 510
Ridge Street and putting up an
ll-unit apartment house on the
site, located near the University's beating plant

Maurer said the building will
have seven two-bedroom apartments and four three-bedroom
apartments, each with its own
kitchen facilities. He said the
building will be two stories high,
with a lounge and recreational
facility in the basement, and
finished in concrete stucco on
the outside.
Construction is expected to
start within 30 days, he said
Monday.
Shawn Mimasis, Phi Delta
Theta president, said the fraternity had been planning the project for "five or six months."
The fraternity has been living in
a Frazee Avenue apartment
house which had room for only
12 of the fraternity's 33 members, he said, adding he expected the new house would
have room for 28 members.
"TUTS (THE Ridge Street
site) will be our own house; it'll

have our letters on the outside,"
Mimasis said, explaining the
fraternity is only renting the
Frazee complex. The new building will be leased to the fraternity by Maurer.
In order to build the house, the
zoning for the property had to be
changed by the city planning
commission from industrial to
multi-family residential. The
Siperty is located next to the
nrail tracks, but Richard Ketzenbarger, city planning technician, said there had been no
concern about loss of an industrial site with rail access.
Maurer said he would demolish the grain storage silos now
standing at the site and find
some use for the elevator mechanism. City officials said the
silos have been a potential fire
hazard and a haven for bats.

DUI means arrest
by Carole Homberger
staff reporter

^ News/Joe phc,an

A bia tov

Beth Emberton, 6, and Ashlyn Timukas, 2, both from Ontario,
Canada, play around the Big Boy statue in front of the Frlsch's
restaurant at 1540 E. Wooster St. The mascot Is In jeopardy of
being scrapped by the restaurant chain. See story page 5.

Driving too fast, running a red
light, or weaving may not only
cause a police officer to give you
a ticket - if you have been drinking you will probably be arrested on the spot.
According to Sgt. Claude
Clouse of the Bowling Green
Police Department, if a person
is found to have been drinking
before driving, police must
place the suspect under arrest
and administer tests.
The officer, however, cannot
pull someone over just because

Student competes nationally
Speech features black literature
by Deborah Schmook
staff reporter

Cassie Madden, freshman international studies major, will
become the first University minority student to compete in
national forensic competition
April 25-29.
Madden will compete in prose
and poetry at the the nationals
being held this year at Marshall
University in Huntington, W.
Va.
Her prose reading is from
Vanessa Howard's "Let Me
Hang Loose." Her poetry readings will be Margaret Walker's
"For My People" and "We Have
Been Believers."
"I do all black literature as
opposed to people that do all
white literature/' she said. "I'm
exposing black literature to people who've never beard it before
and am showing my appreciation for it at the same time."

BG Naws/Joa PhtUn

Cassie Madden

pairing the pipes in the areas which
people pass through," she said. "In
most cases, pipes are being repaired
with duct tape, but the more damaged
areas are being covered with a sheet of
aluminum or rewrapped in muslin."
Although this is just a temporary
measure, Dan Parratt, manager of
Environmental Services, said that such
repairs eliminate any danger of becoming exposed to the asbestos.
"AS LONG as the piping isn't damaged again or doesn't get wet, it's an
effective method of repair," he said.
• See Asbestos, page 5.

Alumnus builds house

Stock prices soar
in anticipation of
Turner takeover
CHICAGO (AP) -CBS Inc.
kept its corporate eye wide open
Wednesday at the network's annual meeting, held against a
background of soaring stock
prices and rumors that broadcasting maverick Ted Turner
was continuing efforts for a hostile takeover.
Published reports said a takeover bid by Turner, who owns 80
Ecent of Turner Broadcasting
tern Inc. and operates Cable
n Network, could come after
the CBS meeting, which drew
only about 100 of the corporation's 20,000 shareholders. He
reportedly would be aided by his
corporation's investment
banker, E.F. Hutton & Co.
The "CBS Evening News" reported Wednesday that a Turner
lawyer informed the Federal
Communications Commission
that Turner's formal application
for approval to take over the
network was expected to be filed
yesterday.
Chairman Thomas Wyman reiterated that CBS will resist any
bid for controlling interest in its
stock. Earlier this month, the
network secured a $1.5 billion
line of credit from several banks
that could be used to fight a
hostile takeover.
•See related story page 6.

run into asbestos proolems doing renovations - such as Williams Hall -and
this will have to be provided for in the
contract."
However, asbestos removal from
buildings which are not scheduled for
renovation will require state funding.
Bellm said she doesn't expect such
funding to come through until next fall.
In the meantime, Environmental
Services has contracted a maintenance
man to repair any asbestos-insulated
piping which may have become damaged.
"We are most concerned with re-

IN ORDER to make it to national competition, a student
must place in district competition fluring the academic year.
Madden said placing is an honor
since about 20 schools send representatives to each competition.
Fifteen University students
made it to the national competition out of 30-40 team members,
Madden said, adding that the

team competes every weekend
from fall to spring.
She first became interested in
forensics in ninth grade and
went on to compete in the Cleveland area as a member of Shaw
High School's forensic team. In
her senior year, she was named
president of the team.
MADDEN PLACED in poetry
at her first college competition,
held in October at Miami University. She placed in prose at
an April competition at the University.
"The competition is just like
basketball or football competition but it's intellectual. It's for
your mind, to show you're doing
your best," she said.
"I look beyond color of skin. I
enjoy what I'm doing and nothing can get between that," she
Besides being a member of the
forensic team. Madden helps
plan activities for Minority Student Activities and is a member
of the University's 75th homecoming committee. She hopes to
work for the government in a
foreign service job as her career.
"I always want to stay involved with forensics in some
sort of way," she said. "Someday I'll go to high school or
college and be a coach.

he thinks the driver might have
been drinking. Clouse said there
has to be some other form of
violation, such as going too slow,
weaving, or crossing the yellow
divider line before the officer
can stop the driver.
Once the driver has stopped
and the officer finds that he has
been drinking, Clouse said then
the officer places the driver
under arrest and asks him to
step out of the car.
If the driver refuses to get out
of the car. then be could be
charged with resisting arrest,
Clouse added.
After the driver steps out of

the car, Clouse said he is given
objective tests.
THESE TEST to see if the
driver is coherent enough to
understand the directions the
officer is giving him.
Clouse added that these tests
are routine throughout police
departments.
They consist of walking a
straight line and touching fingers to the tip of the nose with
eyes closed, he said.
After the testing, the officer
takes the driver to the station
and administers the breathalizer test, Clouse said. Contrary
• See DW, page 3.

Reagan explains

Trip planned
to cemetary
WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan yesterday
defended bis planned visit to
lay a wreath at a German
cemetery where Nazi soldiers
are buried, saying those soldiers were victims of Nazism
"just as surely as the victims
of the concentration camps."
Canceling the visit to the
military cemetery at Bitburg
during bis 10-day European
trip next month would "leave
me looking as if I had caved
to In the face of some unfavorable attention," Reagan said.
"I think that there's nothing wrong with visiting that
cemetery where those young
men are victims of Nazism
even though they were
In the German uniform, drafted into service to
carry out the hateful wishes
of the Nazis," he added.
DURING A question-andanswer session with editors
and broadcasters invited to a
White House luncheon, ReaSan acknowledged that about
J of the graves In the ceme-

tery are those of SS troops,
whom he described as "the
villains ... who conducted
the persecutions."
"But there're 2,000 graves
there," Reagan said, "and
most of those - the average
age is about IS. These are
those young teenagers that
were conscripted, forced into
military service in the closing
days of the Third Reich when
they were short of manpower."
"We're the victor, and
they're there." the president
added, "and it seemed to me
that this could be symbolic
also of saying... this should
never happen again."
The disclosure of Reagan's
plan to visit the Bitburg cemetery, particularly in fight of
his having said he would not
go to a former concentration
camp during the trip, sparked
an outcry from Jewish and
American veterans'
Bitburg served as a
area for the Battle of Bulge,
in which thousands of Americans were killed.
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Editorial- Disarmament's a game
Program abused
There are plenty of people upset about abuses of
social programs these days, and a recent decision by the Ohio Supreme Court has added some
validity to their complaints.
The court ruled 4-3 Wednesday that a woman is
entitled to workers' compensation benefits because
a work-related illness hastened her husband's
death.
The death of Vernon Oswald of Cincinnati was
accelerated "as a result and proximate result" of
his occupational disease, avian tuberculosis, on his
pre-existing coronary artery disease, the court said
ui part.
. The occupational disease reportedly was from
Oswald's position as head birdkeeper for the Zoological Society of Cincinnati.
: But Oswald died of a heart attack, which presu- mably could have resulted from his non-work-related heart condition.
As Associate Justice Ralph Locher wrote in
..dissent, "No objective evidence was adduced to
■show that the employer directly and proximately
|:caused Oswald's death."
I So why provide workers' compensation for his
:- widow?
:♦: Workers' compensation is meant, as the name
vindicates, to compensate workers and their fami:-lies when employment is terminated because of
work-related injury or disease.
.'- But in this case, a causal relationship between
sthe work-related illness and Oswald's death wasn't
clearly established. Frankly, the fund is not
-. equipped to finance life insurance for workers
I whose deaths may not have been caused by work.
The court's decision also could produce a more
:-serious effect than depletion of the compensation
: iund. It could induce employers to be wary of hiring
disabled or ill people, even if they were able to
perform their jobs.
I In deciding in favor of one family with a dubious
:• right to compensation, the court may have opened
;;the door for discrimination on the basis of infir;:inity.
*»-

tfotes from the doctor

fhose big little sibs
by Doc Doherty
'H seems a lot of big campus
events took place over the last
wjsek, and of course, there were
accompanying funny stories...
'.'■' On "Roommate Appreciation Day," someone hung a
Cither misleading sign in Prout
Sail: "You've been sleeping
with him all year; now let him
know you appreciate it."
•:• During Mass Communicatton Week, local television news
anchor-person Jill Olmstead told
of her problems convincing
viewers that "whether or not I
like snow has nothing to do with
wiether or not we get snow."
• Finally, did you notice how
many "Little Sibs" were six
inches taller than their hosts?
.-As spring is with us, there's
always room for another baseball story. This one concerns the
elgrly days of the New York
Rfets, the most pitiful team in
tie history of the game. Manager Casey Stengel was giving a
tryout to a 20-year-old rookie
dMcher who had been highly
(Dated as a potential rookie of
title year. When asked about the
kid, the inimitable ol' Case pondjired a moment, then told the
baseball world, "Well, I would
sjfy that in about 10 years this
8; feller has a chance to be

I*?"

•aiiis week's prize-winning
door signs:
t> "I'm in... but Im not coming to the door."
-> "I don't live it up much ...
tint, then, I don't have much to
Dye down either."
:^Vnd this week's classic:
I^ "Happy Roommate Day to
I roomie - a legend in his own

examples of fallacious
arguments:
• "America has always been
able to find lobs for the
unskilled. Look at all the people
we send to Congress."
• (And my favorite) "If it
weren't for capital punishment,
Christianity could not exist."
WARNING: The surgeon general has determined that breathing is dangerous to your health.
This was a conclusion drawn
from an experiment employing
200 small Czechoslovakian goats
who died. All were habitual
breathers.
Sudden thought: Do conceited
priests have "altar egos"?
Bumper snicker of the week:
"Put the MX on Ronnie's
Ranch!"
A certain Psychology 201 professor was leading a class discussion on schizophrenia when
he shared these insights on a
former patient: "He was a real
nice guy, sweet and gentle. He
was heavily drugged.
Overheard at a coffeehouse on
campus recently: "God created
Minnesota to protect Canada
from Iowa." Does this mean He
created Perrysburg to protect
Bowling Green from Toledo?
Speaking of Iowa, I recently
received these words of encouragement from Susan Darrow,
native Iowan and co-director of
the University Honors ProKam: "They made penicillin
»m moldy bread; I'm sure
they can make something out of
you."
Running out of time ... running out of space.. . running out
of ideas...
So, until next time, consider
this: the major cause of divorce,
above all else, is marriage.

•:In a recent logic class, the
Alike ••Doc" Doberty Is a
piofessor used the following freshman English major from
Vbnderful illustrations as Bowling Green.
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Unfortunately, Reagan doesn't play it well
by Art Buchwald

I had no objection to President
Reagan turning down Mikhail
Gorbachev's suggestion that the
West join the Soviets in a freeze
on medium-range nuclear weapons. What did bother me was the
haste in which it was done.
The words were hardly out of
Gorbachev's mouth when the
Western White House rejected it
as a dirty commie trick. One got
the impression the Reagan administration was more furious
with the freeze than if the Soviet
premier had announced he was
going to double the number of
SS-20S on the Soviet border.
There is no question in my
mind that Mikhail was making a
grandstand play for the benefit
of the NATO countries.
Yet if disarmament is a game
- and everyone knows it is - it
would have been much better for
our side if Mr. Reagan did not
react so predictably.
Had the president responded
immediately that he was "very
interested" in the Gorbachev
proposal and wanted to "finetune" it, this is probably what
would have happened in the
Kremlin:
"Comrade Number One - this
is just in from Santa Barbara.
President Reagan thinks your
offer to freeze the SS-20s is a
very generous one and he is glad
you put it on the table."
"What are you saying, Marshall Potemkin? If Reagan likes
my plan there must be something wrong with it."
"Our intelligence people have
come to same conclusion. They
are perplexed that Reagan
would jump at it so fast. Our
scenario was that the president
would dismiss your proposal and
attack him for wantinga 10-tc-l
missile superiority. Then we
could attack him for wanting to
keep the arms race going,
thereby winning the hearts and
minds of the West European
population."
'I'm aware of what our scenario was, Marshal. What I want
to know is why Reagan is in
favor of it."
"Our people now have theory
that there are a lot more Pershing missiles in Europe than
the United States will admit to,
and if the Americans agreed to a
freeze at this time it would give

them an 8-to-l advantage over
us."
"Now you tell me. Why didn't
you know this before I made an
offer to freeze our missiles?"
"Our KGB people in Washington assured us that the White
House would denounce your offer because it would endanger
their request for an increased
military budget. The fact the
president didn't can only mean
we've underestimated number
of nuclear weapons United
States has aimed at us. It shows
you why we can't trust the
Americans. They're always crying they are behind in missiles -

when the true fact is they are
ahead."
"What do I do if Reagan
agrees to freeze his weapons?
Should I say our freeze is off?"
"No, Comrade Number One.
That would make it appear we
believe the Americans are
stronger than we are. What you
must do is to improve on your
offer of a freeze by making a
unilateral reduction in weapons.
This will scare the West. They
will be certain the only reason
we're doing it is that we have so
many missiles we can afford to
reduce our nuclear arsenal without endangering our defense.

Reagan will have to publicly say
it's a trap and denounce us for it.
And then we'll be known in Western Europe as the peacemakers."
"That's what you said before
my freeze speech. Suppose he
doesn't denounce me and says
he's glad to see my offer on the
table? How long do I have to
keep disarming Mother Russia
to show how strong we really
are?"
"Until Reagan cries 'Uncle.' "
Art Buchwald is a columnist for
the Los Angeles Times Syndicate.

■ IV. U-^

Letters
needed to call the Architect's
Office (372-2511).
Even the Handicapped
Services Office can't contend
with absurdities such as: markings to aid visually impaired
In response to the article students regarded as not aesthefrom two weeks ago, "Blind tically pleasing.
After all, there are the
students face campus obstacles," the comment by Jan Scot- crumbling steps at Williams
tbey, director of Handicapped Hall and the browned and sparse
Services, should be highlighted: hedges atop a mound of dirt at
"The University's goals for Kohl Hall. My, aren't they aesblind students are the same as thetically pleasing!
for any student. We want them
In closing, I ask that everyto be able to come here and get one place a piece of wax paper
an education. We help them get over their eyes for just one day.
through with the feast amount of Maybe then Carol will get her
painted strips ... or at least
difficulty."
No, Carol Hartman can't be we'll all get a closer look at a
"spoon-fed" information, nor world we don't know or undercan the University provide ev- stand.
erything for her convenience,
yet she is different... and adThomas P. Garbrecfat Jr.
OCMB7006
justments have to be made.
Is the University administration making these adjustments?
While the Handicapped Where were adults
Services Office seems to be a during puppet show
help, Hartman still faces a set of
stairs at South Hall. These stairs
aren't insurmountable problems
Thursday, April 11, was
if mere 2" wide strips could be Jane Hermann Day - a day on
painted on the edges. Hartman which BGSU annually recoghas countered all administration nizes a former student who was
arguments against this strip: killed in 1981. Jane was an exemtheir claims that the strips are plary student here at BGSU; she
not aesthetically pleasing, re- was dedicated to her studies,
quire constant maintenance, involved in numerous Univeretc. with logical arguments. sity and non-university activHowever, the Architect's Office ities, and committed to the
holds firm. They suggested belief that all people should be
Hartman use the ramps pro- treated equally and fairly. Jane
vided at all building entrances. Hermann was deaf, yet she
Hartman responded by saying didn't view herself as disabled
she only asked for single strips and, consequently, neither did
to be painted on the edge of those who knew her. In her
steps, but if they wanted to pro- memory, this day is designed to
vide the customary horizontal introduce individuals to various
bright yellow lines running down disabilities, in the hope that fathe ramp, she would be glad to miliarity will breed a better
use them. The problem lies in understanding of the needs of
knowing where to step down those harboring such disabiliwhen contrasts aren't provided. ties.
Come on ... the University
"Kids on the Block" is a
arguments indicate that it is nationally-known puppet show
obviously hedging against ethi- which was created to introduce
cal and legal responsibilities. As elementary school students to
Dr. Fiscus, Special Education the concepts of disability and
department chair, urged In a handicap. This puppet show
response letter: more people are opened the Jane Hermann Lec-

Facilities for blind
still not adequate

ture Series at 10 a.m. on April 11,
in the Eppler Center. The room
was filled with elementary
school students who were fascinated by these puppets - one
having cerebral palsy, one being
blind and one mentally retarded. The dozens of questions
these curious and receptive students asked were a tribute to the
marvelous performance, and
testimony to the fact that "Kids
on the Block" is a successful and
much needed educational tool.
My only disappointment
was in the fact that there was a
noticeable absence of BGSU
staff, professors and administrators. It seems such a shame
that a wonderful resource such
as this - which was right on
campus - was not taken more
advantage of. True - "Kids on
the Block" is geared toward
younger school children. My
question is this - Are elementary
school children the only ones
needing this education?
Debbie Polen
Graduate Assistant
Rehabilitation Counseling

Thanks for helping
in Easter Egg Hunt
This is an open letter of
thanks to all those members of
Greek Life who so generously
assisted in the Bowling Green
Easter Egg Hunt which was held
in the City Park on Sunday,
March 31, under the able direction of Maureen Hughes
(Gamma Phi Beta). It was a
wonderful event enjoyed by the
300-plus children and their parents, despite the inclement
weather.
You have provided an impressive example of cooperation
between the University and the
Bowling Green community.
Michael T. Marsden
Professor of Popular Culture
and University Representative
to the Promote Bowling Green
Committee

Mac East RAs
are only human
This is in response to the editorials about the three RAs that
Ued the tornado April Fool's
The RAs involved were irrerisible in the fact that they
not stop to think before they
pulled off the "joke." I have
known one of the RAs personally
for two years now. I would never
have guessed she was involved
because I know how much she
puts into her job as an RA. She is
full of life and always cheerful
and always there when you need
her.
I realize this should never
have happened, yet I know that
these RAs have a lot of responsibility. These girls have to set
their standards higher than others of their own age. These three
RAs had been doing this quite
well up until the tornado incident. These girls perform roles
as mother, tutor, counselor, confidante and HUMAN.
I do not know everything that
went on in their minds that day
but I could understand them
wanting to do something silly. (I
wish it would not have been a
tornado sighting, but it was.) I
am a mother of three and I do
some odd things when I go out to
take off some of the pressures of
life. This does not mean I am
irresponsible; it just means I
am human.
I am praying for all three of
the RAs, that they forgive themselves and that the girls of Mac
East will, too. I hope the standards and procedure decision
reflects all the things the three
have done for Mac.
Deberah s. Hernandez
BowBng Green, Ohio

Local
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Car stereos stolen

Panel discusses UNESCO
by Caroline Linger
U.S. withdrawl from UNESCO
is not justified.
That was the general opinion
of a panel discussion held last
night on U.S. withdrawal from
the United Nations Educational
Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) in December
1964.
The organization provides a
structure for the international
exchange of information and
knowledge, Mahfuz Anam. a
liaison officer for communications with UNESCO said.
"Wars occur because ignorance leads to prejudice, and
prejudice leads to hostility.
There needs to be a linkage
between the people of different
nations - an understanding of all
cultures and a mutual respect,"
Anam said. He added UNESCO
provides the link that will insure
peace.
Assistant Professor of Political Science Tsuneo Akaha, dt—

"We see, for instance, how
much of a countries resources
are spent on arms instead of
somewhere else," he said.

Organization provides exchange
of information, knowledge

staff reporter

cited by Anam, the policies
adopted by UNESCO were in
line with the wishes of the VS
and it was therefore not in the
interest of the U.S. to pull out of
the organization.

ins government reports, said the
VS., under the Reagan administration made charges against
UNESCO. They include that the
organization had become too
politicized, adopted anti-westem policies, dealt with disarmament - which was not its place,
bad not remained on a zero
percent budget increase as
agreed, and was planning to
adopt a New World Communications Order which would pose a
threat to freedom of the press.
"THE U.S. FELT that is was
no longer worthwhile for the
U.S. to be a member of a multilateral organization in which the
negative points outweighed the
positive benefits gained by the
U.S.," Akaha said.
However, according the February 1984 Congressional report

Anam said the report was
never released.

Anam said UNESCO did not
remain at a zero budget increase, it increased by 9.7 percent in 1964. However, Harold
Jackobson, professor of political
science at the University of
Michigan, said "UNESCO must
provide world-wide everything
on a two-year budget of $374
million, which is one fifth of
what the budget is for University of Michigan."
HE SAID UNESCO adopted a
New World Communications Order, but said it would not restrict
freedom of the press.

Policies are adopted by
UNESCO by a consensus
decision. A great deal of
compromising is done by all the
UNESCO countries, Anam said.
"Therefore, the policies can
"The New World Communicaonly be polidzed in a particular
tions Order was designed to help
direction or anti-western if ev- - the third world in creating their
eryone agrees," Anam said.
own media facilities, so that
According to Anam, disarma- they can be seen by the world
ment is dealt with by the organi- through their own eyes also, not
zation in a research framework,
western journalist only," Anam
not a political one.

More than $1,900 in damages and stolen car stereo
equipment has been reported
in the last week from cars
parked in three University
parking lots.
Of this amount, $1,236 has
come from thefts and damages to cars parked in Lot 6.
Lot 6 is an on-campus student
parking lot located behind
Mileti Alumni Center. Six of
the eight thefts occurred in
this lot
One of the other two incidents occurred in Lot 2 where
an equalizer, valued at $130,
was stolen from a car.
The other incident happened in Lot 12. The window

on the passenger-side door
was broken to gain access to
the car. An AM/FM cassette
player was taken and the
dashboard was damaged extensively. Damages totaled
$600.
Equipment which has been
stolen Includes AM/FM cassette plavers, cassette tapes
and speakers. Some cars also
have sustained damage to the
dashboards.
Three of the thefts in Lot 6
were reported last Friday
afternoon, one Saturday
morning and two Wednesday.
Neither Dean Gerkens nor
Bill Bess of Public Safety
were available for comment.

DUI (Continued from page 1).
to some beliefs, chewing gum or should be.
Also, the length of time it
a breath mint will not reduce the
takes the police to test the susresults of the test.
pect with the breathalyzer will
According to an article in the not alter the findings. He said
Penn State newspaper, the Daily alcohol leaves the body very
Collegian, acetone, a sugar by- slowly. It sometimes takes till
product found in the mints of noon the next day before the
gum will cause the breath test alcohol is completely out of the:
reading to be higher than it system.

HELP WANTED
Food Operations job applications for Fall 1985
will be distributed to students on:

Thursday, April 25,1985,1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. only, in
the Forum of the Student Services Building.
Friday, April 26,1985,8:00 a.m. to 12:00 Noon, only in the
Forum of the Student Services Building.
Students will be limited to two (2) applications in order to insure that as
many students as possible have an opportunity to apply for a job with
Food Operations. Students should take the completed application to the
appropriate dining hall or snack bar by Friday, May 3,1985. Applications
will not be accepted after that date.
Food Operations job applications include: Commons, Founders,
Harshman, Kreischer, McDonald, Mid-Am, Amani, Chilys, Zzas, Bake
Shop, Berries, Towers Inn, Garden Terrace Deli and the University
Union.
1
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Two Bedroom/Two Bathroom
Apartments starting as low as
$10750 per month or $459/
semester (4 person)
Why pay more when the
best is for less?

ENDLESS!

• Free cable
• We pay heat, water,
trash removal
• Air conditioning
• Swimming pools
• Garbage disposals
• Wall to wall carpet
• On site management
• Full time maintenance
• Laundry facilites

Our Salad & Fruit Bar offers you endless possibilities to
build a salad that's great tasting. And great for you, too!
Choose from a bounty of fresh fruits in season, wholesome
garden vegetables and delicious homestyle dressings that
will keep you coming back for more

r'iTOElSEDnJM-MZE"!
I

DRINK (Limit 4)

with the purchase of Salad & Fruit Bar.

j

■ This offer not valid with any other discount or coupon.
Sales tax charged where applicable. Offer good at par■ licipaiing Rax Restaurants only
Coupon expires 5/18/85

RESWJRAfVTS

* SPECIAL SUMMER RATES'
CHECK US OUT!
YOU CAN'T BEAT US

1465 N. Scon S«.
Naplaon

LOCATIONS AT: Summit St., Palmer Ave. 4 Napoleon Rd.
OFFICE AT: 400 Napoleon
9-5 Weekdays, Evenings by Appointment, Saturdays 10-3
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1006 N. Main
•t Poe Rd.
Bowling Green

Free coffee offer good thru 4/28
W

»

1-75 at Rl. 25
PatiiiywMirg
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April cancer control month
by Jim Nleman
staff reporter

Cancer of the colon and rectum will be the educational focus of the American Cancer
Society (ACS) during the month
of April - designated Cancer
Control Month.
Colorectal is second to lung as
the most common form of cancer, but it is also "one of the
most treatable," according to
Anita Kirby of the ACS. Breast,
prostate and skin are the next

most common forms of cancer.
A nurse will distribute a stool
blood test at the Wood County
Unit of the ACS, 500 Lehman
Ave., Monday from 9 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. The results will be
read by a local physician. Both
of these services are free.
"We are really pushing early
detection," Kirby said. The ACS
believes three out of four persons who have colorectal cancer
can be saved if it is detected
early and treated promptly.
About 134,000 casesi will
\
be diag-

nosed in the United States this
year, resulting in 60,000 deaths.
Some form of cancer was diagnosed for the first time in
45,000 Ohioans last year,
Kirby said.
More than 1,800 ACS volunteers go door-to-door and canvas
all of Wood County during Cancer Control Days, April 21 to 29,
Kirby said.
"They will be passing out lifesaving literature and collecting
donations," Kirby said, noting

Asbestos —,
(Continued from page 1)

$36,000 was donated during the
Residential Drive in 1984, "and
we hope to raise $37,000 this
year."
The ACS has literature, films
and cassettes available on all
types of cancer; this material
can be obtained from their office. Speakers are also available
to address audiences on any
cancer topic, Kirby said. Those
interested in arranging a
speaker should contact the Wood
County ACS office at 353-5645.

Big Boy has big campaign lead
Image change
for restaurant
seems unlikely

by Janet Pavatko
reporter

Most things have to change,
and the chain of Big Boy restaurants is trying to change their
image from a carhop hamburger eatery to a family sit
down restaurant.
Changing their image may
involve the possiible retirement
of the Big Boy mascot, whose
fate lies in the hands of the
public.
"The Big Boy was a symbol

for the carhop restaurant, he
doesn't quite fit the family
image that our restaurants are
trying to portray," Tim Bean,
associate manager of Frisch's,
1540 E. Wooster said. "Along
with retiring the symbol, sandwich names would be changed,
and the familiar Big Boy souvenirs would be discontinued."
Bean said that management
decided to let the public determine the fate of the Big Boy
symbol.
"Basically, headquarters was
taken by sunrise, it seems that
people actually like the guy," he
said. "Right now it looks as
though Big Boy will not be retiring, he is winning by a four to
one margin."

BEAN SAID that the Big Boy
voting campaign which ends
April 28 has increased business
due to some of the special promotions.
"We count the ballots once a
week and each week we hold a
drawing for two free dinners
which encourages people to
vote." Bean said. "Headquarters has also sent us promotional
hats, place mats and buttons,
which are almost gone."
Although Bean is personally in
favor of retiring the familiar
mascot, he believes that Big Boy
has helped business at the UniversityrlOCW
location.
"We try to apt sal to the college crowd, kit] i are always

vrr.

Kabbing the Big Boy comic
oks, if' IBig Boy stays we hope
to have a Big Boy eating contest
for University students," Bean
said.
Gary Fahle, senior medical
technology major, said nostalgia was the reason why he voted
to keep the Big Boy symbol.
"Big Boy was a big part of my
past, I was in the Big Boy club
and read the free comic books,"
he said. "It would be funny and
sad not to see the familiar mascot."

A nine-member Asbestos
Advisory Committee made up
of representatives from all
areas of the University community is formulating a longrange plan for the use of the
state funds.
"The work being done by
the committee is invaluable
because of the timing, money
and logistics involved in the
removal process," Bellm
said. "The whole process will
be very complex."
Although the process is a
long one, Bellm said this

WATCH OUT FOR THE FORCE!

POLICE ACABEMTa
THE* FIRST ASSWSfNT
AT 7:30 1 9:15 4th WK

CLA-ZEl

"There's no way we can
remove all the asbestos in a
short period of time," Pan-art
said. "We're not saying everything has been fixed and
patched or that we have the
money to do this. No institution can say that, unless it
was built after asbestos was
no longer used in buildings."

THURSDAY STUDENT NIOHT!
WITH VALID IDS
ONLY 12.00

CINEMA l«2

PC:13|

shouldn't be a cause for concern. "Right now there is no
building on campus that I
would tell people it's a hazard
to go into, she said. "We're
not hiding anything, we're
dealing with '"the problem responsibly.'

rhcy lukl k- yt'di ukl
K»*k> DennisheUHiklnewr
be like ever vone else
IriTiS

Sth BIG WEEK
AT 7:30 I 9:30

FRI &I SAT
_ MIDNIGHT "HEAVY
:_TAL" ONLY $2.00
METAL"
EVE. S3.S0
WED. $2.00

jfr>

PHI KAPPA PSI
SPRING FORMAL 1985
SANDUSKY, OHIO

Matt & Debbie
John & Peggy
Thorn & Gayle
Bono & The Edge
Jim & Kristy
Neal&?
Scott & Anne
Chris & Beth
Mike & Jenny
Mary & Comps
Stonie & Kyle

Bert Convey &
Jim Neighbors
Pat & Momma
Homos & Miss Piggy
Dew & Sandy
Hans & Kelly
Jeff & Jennifer
Steve & Donna
Doug & Leslie
RJ & Wendy
Brad & Amy
Slip & Barb

As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of
a Mach 2 + F/A-18A. a vertical take-off Harrier
or one of our other jets or helicopters. .And
you coukl do it by the time you're 23. But it
takes a special commitment on your part. We
demand leaders at all
levels. We leach you to
be one. If you're a freshman or sophomore, ask

Doug & Cindy
Schweiny & Peanut
Scott & Cindy
Tony & Maria
Ron & Nancy
Ken & De.
Rizzi & Lisa
The Raven & Molly
Tadd & Erin
Brian & Patty
Rob& Bev
Greg & Sue

about our undergraduate officer commissioning
programs. If you're a junior, check out our
graduate programs. Starting salaries are from
SP.OOO to $23,000. And you can count on
going farther... faster

Gofarther.

LOW ON COUPONS?
Don't forget, all dining halls
and snack bars will accept
cash, as well as coupons.

Vour Own
Pocket-Size Bonk

. Hjnto >i« am b€ one alia.

Take a little State Home
Savings with you wherever you
go and discover the
convenience of push button banking. You can do your
banking whenever you have the time, almost anywhere you
happen to be. Your JEANIE Card gives you access to all
State Home Savings JEANIE automatic teller machines
around town and around Northwest Ohio. You can make
deposits, transfer money between your accounts, pay bills,
check balances, get cash 24 hours a day everyday of the
year.
And that's not all. Your JEANIE Card also accesses
hundreds of JEANIE automatic teller machines and MONEY
STATION systems when you need cash around Ohio and
almost anywhere.
State Home Savings helps to make banking easier and more
convenient. Apply today for your own pocket-size bank.

Savings are insured up to
Ircf'lH
$100,000 by an agency of The feSlfr
Federal Government.
■"•
'

State Hume Savings
FRESHMEN, ACT NOW! Call collect (313) 668-2211

BOWLING QREEN • RERRYSBURO • MAUMK • PEMBERVILLE • SWANTON
QIBSONBURG . OLANDOHF • OTTAWA • COLUMBUS DROVE • LEIRSIC • FOSTORIA
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BS bid outlined
HEW YORK (AP) - Here are details of Ted Turner's hostile
takeover bid for CBS.
j For each of CBS's M.7 million common sharea outstanding,
Turner is offering to exchange:
a *|lBi»iDc»MU amount of Turner- IBroadcasting System Inc.
- fixed Income debt securities.
| «PM» principal amount of Turner Broadcasting System
xero coupon notes.
*C*e ahare of Tomer Broadcasting System preferred stock.
: • Thna-qaarters of a share of Turner Broedasting System
}f3MmBammiMaU^wbkhhaBmt4e^yv^ifomer.

University Theatre
Presents
April 19 & 20
Main Auditorium
8:00 p.m.

lukln
M .■ H<»t<f< II

»ui\k In
HIHII

.imk-i

Students '3.00
Adults »5.00
CALL 372-2719

l»iM\l»>
Intlllri)

FOR RESERVATIONS

.
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News Briefs
Pope denies endorsement

Arctic hike attempted

Friday, April 19

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan, battling to win next week's vote in Congress for f 14
million to aid rebels fighting the leftist government of Nicaragua, claimed Wednesday that he
has Pope John Paul IPs support for all U.S.
activities in Central America, but the Vatican
embassy disputed him.
Later, a statement by the Apostolic Nunciature,
the Vatican's embassy in Washington, stressed
that the pope has not endorsed "any concrete plan
dealing, in particular, with military aspects.
Both houses of Congress will vote on the money
within the next two weeks.

ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) - More than 40
days into a bone-chilling adventure, walking
where no man has ever walked before, two Americans an slogging on with their hike across the
Arctic ice to IheNorth Pole.
By Wednesday, Mick McGuire, 36, of Omaha.
Neb., and Bob Jacobs, 33, of Anchorage, still bad
300 miles to go.
Expedition spokesman Andy Miller said McGuire and Jacobs must make the Pole before the
sea ice begins breaking up, probably around May
20.
The expedition set off March 6 from Ward Hunt
Island in the Northwest Territories.

Lecture - Professor A. L.
Becker, Department of Linguistics, The University of
Michigan, will give a lecture
from 1:30-3 p.m.. in 306
Hanna Hall. He will focus on
the values of language study
in liberal education, aspects
of language study to the teach-)
ing and analysis of literature. Following the lecture
there will be a discussion
from 3-6 p.m.

Soviets agree to ban

Cheaters owe government

Public Skating - From 8-10
p.m. in the University Ice

MOSCOW (AP) -The Soviet Union said
Wednesday it is ready to agree to a moratorium on
nuclear weapons testing, to coincide with the 40th
anniversary of the atomic bomb attack on Hiroshima on Aug. 6.
Tass said the Soviet moratorium statement was
relayed in response to an American group called
the Center for Defense Information, which had
suggested such a ban to the presidium of the
Supreme Soviet, the country's parliament.
In Washington, the State Departent issued a
statement saying it had not received anyr formal
proposal from the Soviets, and adding: 'We will
examine any formal proposal carefully."

COLUMBUS (AP) -Many Franklin County
public employees identified as welfare cheaters
remain on the public payroll although they have
not repaid $140,000 in illegal benefits they collected, State Auditor Thomas Ferguson said yesterday.

Saturday, April 20

University Village
1520Clough NOW LEASING
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Ferguson released a report that said the cheaters owe money they collected in illegal Aid to
Dependent Children payments and food stamps.
To date, only $17,719 has been repaid by the
recipients, Ferguson said.
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FOUNDERS FEST
Saturday at 1:00 p.m.
Founders Court Yard
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Public Skating - From 8-10
p.m. in the University Ice
Arena.
Dateline, a dally service ot
the News, lists dates and
times ot campus events. Submissions by all organizations
are welcome and must be
turned In typed and doublespaced one week prior to the
event.
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Goodwill Materials Drive The Bowling Green Chapter
of Beta Sigma Sorority in
cooperation with Goodwill Industries of Toledo, Inc. will
conduct a materials drive. A
Goodwill Collection Center
will be stationed in the Murphy's Mart parking lot on
South Main Street from 9
a.m.-2 p.m. to receive usable
donations. They welcome
contributions of houseware
item's, clothing, small appliances, radio's, T.V.'s, books,
etc.
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OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri 9-5
Sat 9-12

•Close to campus, banks and fast food
•Dependable maintenance
•ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid
PHONE
Tenant pays electric only
352-0164
•Summer rates available
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE
BEHIND WENDY'S
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-April 19, 1985
Jnn & CatL
janat & Dim

r?anJu & Slav,

(fouce O"" -3/«i/<

JLiia & JLoaan

B.tuJa & 2>an

Jiatku & $okn
,,

Matt

Bren

Su. & Brant

juL & Curt

P*ttu&joa
Jbana & Jjouy

Animal
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CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS
505 Clough Street
Next to Sterlings-Dorseys-EtCetera
Phone 352-9302 (Anytime)
Office hours 10 to 4 (Any other time i>y appointment

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Connit Cf Chrii

2 bedroom apts. furnished
free heat
free air conditioning
free cable
free trash pick up
close to campus and stores
laundry facilities in each building

WE HAVE APARTMENTS AVAILABLE THIS
SUMMER AT SPECIAL RATES.
CHOOSE YOUR APT. NOWWHILE YOU STILL HAVE A CHOICE

J(arn & WkU

Joi* & Watt

Dracu & Will'

JOHN NEWLOVE
Apartments Available for Summer & Fall
521 E. Merry (near the Towers)
L
• 2 BR - Furnished
0
715 Third St.
w
1 BR - Furnished (Summer only)
U
840 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
M
2 BR ■ Furnished
850 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
\\
2 BR - Furnished
T
R
831 Seventh St.
E
. 2 BR - Furnished
S
Forest Apts. - S. College and Napoleon Rd.
2 BR • Furnished or Unfurnished
449 S. Enterprise
1 BR • Stove and Refrig^ furnished
455 S. Enterprise
1 BR • Stove and Refrig. furnished

s

John Newlove Real Estate
For More Details, Call
354-2260 or 352-3841 (12-4pm)
or 352-6553

Sp_orte
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Linksters shoot for MAC title

Chips concern Platzer
by Tom Reed
sports reporter

Prior to yesterday's Bowling
Green baseball practice, the
grounds crew was raking the
Warren Stellar infield in preparation for the league home
opener against Central Michigan.
But with the way CMU has
been stroking the baseball,
maybe the grounds crew
should have groomed the warning track instead.
This season, opposing outfielders have spent plenty of
time on the warning track retrieving Chippewa hits or
watching fly balls sail over the
fence.
Today at 1 p.m., the Falcons
will open a four-game series
with the Mid-American Conference leading Chips by playing
a double-header. The teams
are slated for another twin-bill
tomorrow at 1 p.m.
CMU, which won last year's
MAC crown, possess an arsenal of offensive weapons that
would force the Red Army to

talk disarmament.
The Chips' lead the MAC in
almost all offensive categories,
including batting average,
runs scored and homers. They
are coming off a 15-0 drubbing
of Western Michigan. CMU's
firepower certainly has BG
coach Ed Platzer concerned,
especially since his pitching
staff has a 6.14 earned run
average.
"THEY HAVE a tremendous
offensive talent," Platzer said-.
"Central has 14 guys who are
hitting over .300 - that is simK< unbelievable. They also
ve two of the top players in
the conference."
Platzer was refering to first
baseman Doug Fisher, who is
battine .435 with 28 RBI, and
centenielder Greg Lotzar, who
is hitting at a .435 clip with 10
home runs.
While the Chips swatted
most of its MAC competition
last season, compiling a 2M
mark, BG proved to be the only
pest which stung them for a
series split.

Though it will take a strong
effort from the entire team, the
key to the Falcon fortunes
against powerful CMU lies in
the pitching staff.
Despite having a high ERA,
BG's pitching staff has improved since returning from
their Florida swing.
ON TUESDAY, Falcon pitching surrendered just four runs
in a two game split with Ohio
Northern. BG comes into today's game with a 12-14 record,
3-2-1 in the MAC.
In this afternoon's opener,
BG's Carl Moraw (4-3) will be
the starting pitcher. Last season Moraw handcuffed CMU
by tossing a three-hitter in a 5-2
Falcon victory.
"That was one of my better
efforts last year," Moraw said.
"Their first four barters are
excellent hitters. I just hope
the wind isn't blowing out."
Chuck Steward, 2-1, who
Platzer calls his most improved pitcher, will start in the
second contest.

Hope springs eternal for the
Bowling Green golf team.
This weekend the Falcon linksters will compete in the MidAmerican Conference invitational tournament in DeKalb, 111.,
and BG hopes to win this tourney, or one of the other three
still left on the schedule in order
to qualify for the NCAA district
tournament.
The Falcons have placed
higher than most other MAC
teams at one time or another
during the past couple of weeks,
giving them hopes of winning
the coveted MAC title. However,
the team has yet to win a big
name tourney.

by Ron Fritz
sports reporter

Bowling Green's Keefe Courts
will be filled with plenty of tennis action this weekend as both
the men and women netters are
hosting quadrangular meets.

See Us For All Your

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
■ DUE APRIL 29 ll.r

-~"

GREEK WEEK needs
10% Off all visors and clothing for greek
lettering with this coupon.
362-8874

Lake Erie Sports
522 E. Wooster

VARSITY SQUARE APTS.

* f^'® StorY ,
Laundry facilities
* Quiet living

J

■ ASK ABOUT OUR MOVt IN SPCCIAl

Applications Available For
Undergraduate
Student Government

Pick up applications at 405 Student Services - Due April 19,1985.
ALPHA PELTS

PO Box 756
Toledo, OH 43695
Please include local telephone #.

tough Ball State (2-0) and Central Michigan (0-2). Marion bad
to drop out of the meet because
of difficulty in fielding a team.
"BALL STATE was picked for
second place in the MAC, but
most coaches believe that they
are the favorite," Falcon coach
Bob Gill said. "They have
beaten Purdue, Northwestern
and Notre Dame and their number two and three doubles teams
are both 1M."
Gill isn't worried about team
wins this weekend as much as he
is about individual wins.
"I would like to get some
individual wins so we can get
placed higher for the MAC tournament. Gill said. "The rest of
the weekends are critical for
us."
The action begins at 1:00 p.m.
on Friday and 9:00 a.m. on Saturday.

The women's Softball team
hopes to clinch a Mid-American
Conference playoff berth when
they host Central Michigan and
Eastern Michigan this weekend.
CMU tangles with BG today at
3 p.m. while the Hurons invade
tomorrow at 1 p.m. Both the
games will be played on the field
next to Warren Stellar Field.

J

The Falcons split a low scoring doubleheader with Toledo
Tuesday, winning 1-0 but dropping the nightcap, 2-1.

University
CourtsNow Leasing
Tenant Pays Electric Only
Summer Rates Available
Rental Office located in Amherst Village
1520 Clough
Behind Wendy's

•National, State & Community Affairs Coordinator

ALPHA PELTS

Nye said that the team would
need outstanding performances
(par 72 or below) from a couple
of the linksters and the rest of
team would have to shoot better
than average (76) in order for
the Falcons to make a good
showing at the championship
meet.
The Falcons left for Northern
Illinois early yesterday and had
a practice round yesterday afternnon. The team will begin
competition today and continue
tomorrow and Sunday.

•Close to campus, banks and fast food
•Dependable maintenance
•ALL heat, water, and trash pick up paid for

•Student Welfare Coordinator
•University Committees Coordinator
•Public Relations Coordinator
•Academic Affairs Coordinator
•Treasurer

ALPHA PELTS,

At last weekend's Marshall
Invitational, the team shot
rounds of 308, 301, and 300, so a
297 average is possible, although
the Falcon linksters will needa
little more consistency.

Softballers look to
clinch playoff berth

May 15th thru Sept. 1st
$5.50/hr. plus incentives
Must be available to
work all shifts.
Press work - will train
Send resume to:

HOURS:
Mondoy-Fridoy 9-1.2-5
Saturday 10-12

* Children & pets welcome

The women (1-1 in the conference) will be playing Mid-American Conference opponents.
Northern Illinois (0-2) and Ohio
University (1-1), and independent foe, Akron, who is 4-3 overall.
"I would hope that we beat
Ohio because we beat them last
year." BG women's coach June
Stack said. "It would certainly
be a feather in our cap if we
could beat Northern going into
the MAC schedule."
The women are coming off of
9-0 thrashings at the hands of
Miami and Notre Dame, but
Stack believes her team played
well last weekend.
"We had a real good indicator
match against Miami," she
said. "Despite the loss, we
played very good tennis against
Miami. I hope we can keep our
moral at a high level."
The men, who are 1-1 in the
MAC, will be in action against

Summer Factory Jobs!

1 -2-3 Bedrooms
Beat the high cost of utilities. Let us pay your
heat, gas cooking, water and trash pick up.
* Private entrance
OFFfCE LOCATED
1097 Varsity East
353-7715

BG placed higher than Eastern Michigan and tied with Kent
State at the Miami Invitational
two weeks ago. At that tourney
Ohio University was one stroke
better and Miami finished only
three strokes ahead of the Falcon linksters. Then last week
KSU finished the Marshall Invitational fourteen strokes up on
the Falcons, Eastern ten better,
and BG beat Miami and OU. So,
in essence, the championship is
up for grabs and the brown and
orange have a legitimate title
shot.
FIRST YEAR head coach
Greg Nye said that the team will
need to shoot around 297 or 300
per round (an average of 75 a
6layer I in order for his team to
e a serious contender.

Netters face busy weekend

the weekend's finally here!

DIRECTOR-AT-M
IN UA0 OFFICE

by Jeffrey Fix
sports reporter

SAT 9-12

OFFICE HOURS

ALPHA PELTS

352-0164

ALPHA PELTS ALPHA PELTS

LIFE'S A BEACH...
Susan & Derick
S'marsh & James
Joe & Jodi
Joan & Rick
Deb G Silo
Buffy & Jody
Lynn & The Man

Beauty & The Beast
Pagey Pooh & Reggie Too
Madge & Super Dnn
Major & The Minor
Malaria & Palsey
Gayle & Thorn
More & Les
Deb & the Mystery Man
Coluch & Rich
Heidi & Rich
Super Juls & Superman
Emily & Walt
Deb & Scott
Michelle & John
Anne & Paul
Alma & Bernle
Lisa & Chad
Rhonda & Paul
Pam & Bob
Heidi & Steve
Buttercup & Phll-me-up
Jackie & John
Amy & Don
Peter Peter Pumpkin Eater &
Lovely Rita, the meter reader

Teleflora
pnesetiis
Secretaries Week
to

We can help you reward a job well done
with these colorful new Teleflora Ihrnk
Tbte and Lunch Tote Bouquets. During
Secretaries' V*ek. send a floral gift of
bright spring flowers to decorate the
desk. Later, these pretty keepsakes
are practical for carrying lunch and
beverages. Cal or visit our shop for
delivery anywhere in the U.S. or Canada.

Karen & J. Jeffrey
Mellnda & Dom
Colleen & Jerry
Lore & Mike
Lorl & Ed
Tare & Bob
Debbs & Webbs
Carol & Cralg

GiveTeleflora's DrinkTote
& LundfExe Bouquets.

i^**^5l

Secretaries \\eek is April 22-2(x OTfetefloa

Klotz
Flower Farm

UNLESS YOU'RE WITH AN ALPHA DELTl
ALPHA PELTS

ALPHA PELTS •

ALPHA PELTS

"ALPHA PELTS

ALPHA PELTS

ALPHA PELTS

906 Napoleon

353-8381

Classifieds
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50% otf everything.
LOCKEROOM I OS N. Main

SERVICES OFFERED
CAMPUSICITY EVENTS
ASM MONTHLY MEETING APRIL 16, 7 30 pm
Ed l!5 DAVE MACE Of MARATHON OH
Will BE THE SPEAKER— TOPIC WILL BE
IATA BASE MANAGEMENT

* port

of the Earth Day '85 celebration Dr
ffcger Tlxbaull and students *« grve a skde
presentation on The Amazon Its Amazing
Paal and Uncertain Future." Tueaday. Apr! 23
■J 30pm. Ohio Suite student union Join us'
I Sponsored by the Environmental Interest

lyoup
'

ATTENTION ALL PHI ETA SIGMA
and ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA MEMBERS
;H»«t Friday trom 4 00-8 00pm be ready 10
. party at Uptown at a SHADES and LOS' bash
\ tor al members and their guests (Limit one
guest per member) FREE beer, pop and
, nachos provided ■ Don't lorget to wear your
laBroitle hat and sunglasses'

• FOUTS TYPING •
Si page (da) On-campua pick up |M—f)
4 00pm 689 2579
TUCKER TYPING
Proteaannal equipment lor your need*
Nancy 352 0609

Cal

TEST PREPARATION
STANLEY KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
536-3701 Toledo. OH
SAT • LSAT • ORE
ACT • GMAT • MCAT
•C P A REVIEW
•STATE NURSING BOARDS-SNCLEX■

TYPINO SERVICES
15 yrs experience term papers, letters.
resumes 1-865-2240 Reasonable rates
Pregnancy Problem?
Free lasts * help
HeartBeat ol Toledo
1-241-9131

Wchetob Ught tor the winners'
CONGRATULATIONS AMA'^ee you Saturday night at Joes tor the party'
■jftie cookout starts al 6pm

PLEASE RETURN ALL PLEDGE CAROS BY
6 00PM TODAY TO THE ALUMNI CENTER
THANKS TO ALL
THE CLASS OF 1985
REWROTE THE RECORD BOOKS'

;l Gold cham bracelet on Apr! 12 Great
sentimental value Reward Cal Kathy 3723532

Alpha Xi Exec Board.
We had a great time Wednesday night. Let's
keep the party spirit flowing
ATO Exec Board
ALPHA XIS - ARE YOU READY TO GET LIT
FOR GREEK WEEK?
ANNE AHLGREN
ALPHA DELTA PI
GOOO LUCK TODAY. WHEN YOU RUN WITH
THE TORCH'' WERE ALL BEHIND YOU—
ESPECIALLY YOUR FAMILY!!
L ft L. LYNN AND OEBBY
ATO Brothers.
Get psyched for a wad bean Saturday Pate.
you ll never be the same
AXO's
Get psyched cause tomorrow's the night 'or
the Alpha Chi Omega Red Carnation Ball'
FOUNDERS
FOUNDERS
FOUNDERS
FOUNDERS
FOUNDERS

RIDES

"THEY'RE

FEST
FEST
FEST
FEST
FEST

COMING TO
AWAY "..HA HA

Conaralulabona to Tim Hoejen and Steve
Bartxon on receiving the outatanrkng ttg-ittle
Scholarship Award
Your ATO Brothers
OAVE ST.CHUCK,
Congratulations on having the highest Q.P.A.
lor the lowest class attendance lor your
entire college career. I don't care how many
B'a you gal- really. P.S. Can I have my notes
Decs now?
DELTA UPSILON BIKE RACE
SATURDAY 8 30am
COLLEGE PARK
DEAR KELLY, HAPPY IBth
YOU'RE FINALLY LEGAL! TIME
HAVE FUN GET WILD AND NOT
MASHING'
WE LOVE YA. DEBBIE. SHARON

BIRTHDAY
TO PARTY'
TOO MUCH

Cordially Invite
Their Handsome
Gentlemen to:

Dear Me. better known as Cocobutter
Wen. it's been over a year orhriaey
Anniversary' Love. For

DISCOVER THE WORTH OF OUR EARTH
TUES. IN THE UNION OVALI
Eric Phi. Brad « Kan.
Tonight's the night whan we I linaly meat and
the partying complete with drinking and dancing
had by al Can t wait to sea you Let's have a
THEY'RE COMING TO TAKE US
AWAY..." HA HA
Flaunt II
Happy 20th! Hare are 3 requests t have today ■
no babies, no 'water." and let's stay m BG
303 love. Spa;
Frank!Happy 21 st birthday ona day early! Celebrate
end have a great day! Gat payched Far this
summer and nest year'
Love- Your future roomiest

GAYLE BUCKLE CONGRATULATIONS ON
YOUR ALPHA DELT - PHI PSI LAVAUERING
TO THOM. COMPLETE WITH A SPECIAL
LAVAUER FOR A SPECIAL COUPLE! BEST
OF LUCK FOR A GREAT FUTURE'
LOVE. THE SISTERS OF ALPHA OELTA PI

When: Friday, April nineteenth
Nineteen hundred and
eighty-five
Where: Sandusky Sheraton
*Shirl and tie required

3X13XOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOX

Gel lllll Greek Weak '•$ Picnic 4 games.
Friday 4pm College Park
FOUNDERS
FOUNDERS
FOUNDERS
FOUNDERS
FOUNDERS

FEST
FEST
FEST
FEST
FEST

GLEMBY SALON AT UHLMAN'S
Aprs Spec* $30 00 Perm Special
includes hsxeut 352-5615
Good kick Greek Week - Never Again- Torch
Runners
GOOD LUCK SIG EP BIKE TEAM:
STEVE. MARTY. GREG, DAVE. PAUL. ROB,
BEN, BRETT, a ADAM. WE KNOW YOU CAN
DOIT!
LOVE, THE OOLDENHEARTS
Grand Opening Sale
Falcon House
Athletic Shoe Annex
Free Hats a Posters
140 E. Wooster

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

:

:

ACROSS
l Sale caveat
5 St Peter sour g
resident
9 He loves Let.
13 Within, Comb.
(o"n
t4 Captive ot
Hercules
t5 Winged
16 Gainer, sift
17 Pleats Fr
IB Using sound
waves
19 Oufnaneuver
22 Particle
23 Mimicked
24 Be ahead of
29 Men.be/ of ihe
sandboi set
32 Condition in
away
33 '
Sylph-dea'1
34 Batty beast
35 Woe*
36 Gridiron
position
37 Badger s
relative
36 Greek letters
39 Aviation
egcy.
40 One of the
Shawi
41
Plaines
River
42 Surpassing
loniy
46"
girl!'
46 Native
American
47 Outwit
54 Came to
attention
56 Mandolin s
couam
56 Hymn finale
58 incite/
50 Love deity
60 Put on am.
61 Berto*
62 Hurled
63 Carry-all

1 Energy org
2 nsouii
3 Vem

Edited by Trade Michel Jiffe
4 East Indian
36 Foodstuffs, e.g 47 Raiment
herb
37 Street show
48 Pennsytvania
5 Pussyfoot
39 Like a bug'a
port
6 Ta la
ear
49 Kind of call
7 Dismounted
42 Alternative
50 Seine feeder
43 Word with fish
8 Formed anew
51 Engrossed
or chops
9 Audibly
52 "Typee" sequel
10 The Magic
44 Authenticate
53 Celebration
Mountain"
45 Puzzled
57 Formerly called
author
11 Suffli with fan
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
12 Rambling
wreck's
ll.lHMH HMIIMH i 11II 1M
school
I MUM Ml IIIIIII liljllll
15 Rockies resort
IIUIIII. Illlll III I II1MI.I
20 Ceramic miays
IIIIUHMIIII
(Mill II IHII
21 Poems with
HilMIII.I 111,Ml J
epic themes
HI
II
IIIIII
I
III.IMI.I
HJi'lll
24 Taunted
25 Maternally
IIHHIJ IIMIMIM IJHi;|[iJ
akin
26 Food fishes
I'IMI.I I.IMlllll.l IJI'JLItlbl
27 Greek god
HI IHHIJHIIH IIMIIIIMII
28 Radii neighbors
I IMI'ltl
IHIIUII
29
fnjit,
IIIIMIIIIHU HNIII.IMIIU
30 Fatty liquid
lir.Tl.lt 1 IlllMI.IHMMIlHll
31 WireAbbr
III
34 Shopping
HIIHH IllllilJll HI.IIJH
center

uuunn mini.in

in.ii

iini

uijuiiu iirjiju

Thra la it. sweeea' Al your herdwork a) going to
pay oft tomorrow morning & no ona'a going to
be cheering harder than yours truly! I'm so glad
you decided to go lor It' Good Luck!
Al my love. JAP.
Mlahale Mrddbton
You are the BESTfl We era going to mew you
on CFtB- you did a GREAT fib' Thanka for
everything -Amy
|P S Don I you pare scare ma ska that again!)
FOUNDERS
FOUNDERS
FOUNDERS
FOUNDERS
FOUNDERS

Greg (Mono-baby) I'm glad your* back I
rmeeed you Wei have a lantaatlc time al the
date party. (If you can stay awake1)
Lova. fjuaan
Happy Birthday Sherl Roseatot!
Have a super day'
Love. Kathy
HEY ZBT'S AND FlJIS!
GET PSYCHED FOR A GREAT GREEK WEEK!
GET READY TO WIN, CAUSE THIS YEAR
WE'RE HOTII LOVE, THE GAMMA PHIS
' KO KRAZY KRUSH « HEREII
BIKE RACE PARTY
FEATURING THE BAND "REUK"
SATURDAY B 00
HMOS. I LOVE YOU SO MUCH" THANKS
FOB BEsSO YOU LOVE. LOW
JENNIFER. DON'T WORRY, YOU WkU BE
FINE. REST FOR SATURDAY. GOOD LUCK. I
KNOW YOU WILL MAKE IT.
YOUR BIO, THE DUDE IN THE SHADES.
DELTA UPSILON BIKE RACE
SATURDAY 8:30am
COLLEGE PARK
JOE BAHROS Sand. surf, and you' Ufe'a a
Beach" Oat psyched for fun In the sun (or at
leeal «i Toledo)1 You/ tun Alpha Dell data
KD Seniors.
Oat payched to go KRAZY at this year's tot
dale party1 Thla one's tor you - we'l trass you!
APT
KeB Arm.
Congrats on being a national flnaast in the Mass
Love's Baby Soft Contest1
Love. Your Phi Mu sisters
KICK OFF GREEK WEEK WITH STYLE'
GREEK GAMES ANO PICNIC
TONIGHT COLLEGE PARK 4 00pm
Congratulations on your appointed position In
AMA' Your Pis Mu amara are proud of you
"THEY'RE COMING TO TARE US
AWAY..." HA MA
KREISCHER QUAD
THE TOGA TUNNEL PARTY IS COMING
ARE YOU READY?
LAMBDA CM ALPHA QUOTE OF THE WEEK:
IF YOU ARE STILL ABLE TO WONDER IF YOU
MHO ANOTHER PRINK
YOU DPI

SRC sppacatlone are now ai eastits for summer
youth ton and fltnaes counselor. Greet experience working with chadren Appacettone due
Apr, 2B. Appacationa and interview sign up al
SRC mam office Cal 372-2711 with Questions
Spring Tune-up Special lor your bate onty
$14 96 al Purceas B*a shop 131 W Wooeter
(downtown) 352-6264
SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE
FOR YOUR ROOM FURNISHINGS
•SPRSNO PICKUP AND FALL DELIVERY'
CALL NOW 362-1IM
FOR INFO OR RATES ANO
SCHEDULING

MR TELEPHONE MAN?
I thought that might get your attention' You sure
have some strange sleeping and studying
habits' No ona beesves that you bkiah, do you
think they'd believe that you ta* In your sleep?
Your secret's safe with me Besides, slave
labor's too nerd to coma by theee days,
especially on s novice masseuse's salary.
"The Happy Camper
PaulBring out the sand
Bring out the sun
Come tost the fun
And fuel be my hon1
Gat payched tor tommorow night'

Ten Meeeengar ra now taking appokitmenta at
JauBau 115 Ctough St 3520081 20* of!
al services thru April.

WANTED

Gate needed to subksaae spl lor summer
Close to campus and cheep Cal 354 8404
Rhonda

"THEY'RE COMING TO TAKE US
AWAY..." HA HA
50', oil everything
VATAN8 GIFTS 109 N. Main
Von dta) cxkraatlty tajaRae] 10 pay your final
respects to Patrick 0. Murphy this afternoon
from 4:30-6:30 at 12ig E. Wooeter. Please
dress appropriately.
Sigma Alpha Epsllon
Psddy Murphy ItSS
Stourler's ON THE SQUARE
DAYTON. OHIO
PHI ALPHA, SENIORS!!!

Roommate needed lor Spring/Summer
Apt Corner ol S Colege 1 Napoleon,
near drive-thru Reasonable. CM Don
or Damon 354 8141
Roommate needed Faa-Sprmg 85-86 Call Pet
attar 10 00pm 354-8021
2 rmtea to share houae lor FM semester Cal
Bd 354-7646
Desperately needed: 2 roommatea lo luDliaai
tor summer Price negotiable Location great'"
145Manvxle For more Into 354-7295
NEED DESPERATELY: PLACE TO LIVE FOR
FALL SEMESTER ONLY PLEASE CALL
AUDREY AT 364-2823 THANK YOU
1 NS ROOMMATE needed lor 85-66 Apt
across Oft Towers $120.'month- utVties
included CM 352-2357
1 or 2 lemale rmtea lor 85-86 school year
Close to campus For more into cal 2-4615
1 F rmte tor 86-86 school year 2 bdrms. 2
baahroome Furrvehed Cal 2-3962 or 2-3973
if jnteroated.

RCK REYNOLDS YOU'LL ALWAYS BE MY
FAVORITE SWIMMER
HAVE A GREAT
WEEKENOI L
SAM •'• HAPPY HOURS- 4 TO tpm
F YOU ARE 21, WE WILL BE HARPY
TO SERVE YOU!
SCOOTER.
I HOPE YOU HAD YOUR SHARE OF NOOKIE
SATURDAY NIGHT
WE KNOW BERNIE

OBJ

Rmte M or F, 85/88 yr . Lrge Apt. Fum..
PfirvATE BEDROOM. hHh spa Ind GRAD
STUDENT pre!. $150 complete Laurie or
Steve 216 238-7786
1 MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SUMMER HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS $95 PER
MO PLUS UTIL CALL 354-7014 OR STOP
BY 204 S SUMMIT ST

HELP WANTED

Shirley Juat a very vary pereonej paraonal to
let you know how much I care for you. You
know, you took marvelous' We're so IPCO You
are truly an outstanding active'
Lova. Hannah
SHOE.
THESE PAST 8 MONTHS HAVE BEEN
TOTALLY GROOVEYTUNESI HOPE THIS
WEEKEND IS JUST AS AWESOME IM GLAD
WERE BEST FRIENDS! I LOVE YOU. THEE
PS THANK GOO THE NATIONAL DEBT IS SO
LARGE. HUH?

1979 Triumph SpH Fire converttHe 4 speed"
good condition Great summer car' Tail to Mr
King at 352 2526
FOR SALE 1973 Mustang Mach I. 302-2 bU
50.000 ml. new radios). AM/FM/Caaa auto .
P.8 .Deluxe Ml CALL 354-1478
WedrSng drees S ves. Gorgeous Ivory gown
wcathedral tram a chapel length val Size 12
Ongfxaty $700. aakjng S275 CM 353-3621
76 Vega rune wal. low maeage. $700 - Cal
Jennder 362 9230
FUZZ BUSTERS FOR SALE: MICRO EYE
SUPREME aVW REAR VIEW MIRROR. USED
FOR • MOB. (REG. $341.00) SELLING FOR
1200. CALL SAMI OR FAM AT 3S2-B1I2 or
H2-914B

OELTA UPSILON BKE RACE
SATURDAY 8.30am
COLLEGE PARK
Order ot Omage Member,
Are you interested In keeping our chapter
strong^^jertjora^nWad^aji^^^

Local Hrm hss openlnga In It's fire and
safety depart Guaranteed starting salary
$1.00 HR.
No experience necessary. Ceil tor
interview between 9AM-SFM Monday
thru Friday. 1-4aa-«ult

MO EP BKE TEAM,
BEST OF LUCK IN THE DU BIKE RACE
SATURDAY! THE HEAT IS ONI
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Sigma Chl'a a Lambda Chl's:
Greek Weak haa finely begun, gonna sing.
dance, and have some fun So get ready, oat
psyched and GET UT.
The Kappas
COMING
COMING
COMING
COMrHO

SUMMER'S COMING
LOOK FOR IT IN
MISCELLANY MAGAZINE
MONOAY. APRIL 22

THE BROTHERS OF PI KAPPA PHI ANO
|THE "NEVER AGAIN" COMMITTEE WOUlut
LIKE TO THANK EVERYONE WHO
DONATED TIME, MONEY ANO IDEAS
|T0 THE KICKOFF OF THE "NEVER AGAIN'
CAMPAIGN. IT COULDN'T HAVE BEEN
DONE WITHOUT THE CAMPUS WIOE
SUPPORTI

THE BROTHERS OF BETA THETA PI
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE
CHRIS DCANGELO ON MAKING
THE BGSU CHEERLEAPINO SQUAD
THE BROTHERS OF BETA THETA PI
WOULD LIKE TO THANK OUR
LIL SIS'S FOR A WET ANO
WONDERFUL TIME ON 8UN0AY

Couch for sale Bast otter 352-5435 altar 5
pm Ask tor Lorl
___^
Weddtog Dress
Beautiful antique style. Venetian lace Sue 7New, never worn- Price nofjrjtlople 352-2264
2 BED SUSPENDED LOFT
$100 00
1 year ok)
Cal 3725153

FOR RENT
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
S120
per person per month-untum -4 person apt
$134
per person per month-turn.-4 person apl
Next to Sam B's Real (across from Harshman)
FREE LOCK-OUT KEY SERVICE-24 hra 'day
FREE HEAT a CABLE TV
Convenient to SRC. Library > Music Blag
Next to restaurants, book store, laundry mat.
bank 8 carry-out. CM Tom al 352-1800 eve
$ wkends or 362 4673 Mon Fn el AM
Need Fa a Male students lo in houses s spts
Avsaatae now Near campus Ph 352-7385
SUMMER APARTMENTS - 2 BEDROOMS
Across from Harshman Dorm
CM Tom al 362-1800 eve 1 wkends
or 352 4873 Mon Frl In AM
Summer Lease, Now AvaiaDie
FktrJbia leesxig. pod. AC. I bedroom. $160
per month: 2 bedroom. S210per month Cal
364-3533. 12-6
HOUSE tor summer. 4th and S Colege
Meroweve. dsthwaaher. washer A dryer, a air
cond Fas Dye comfortably S210'person CM
354-7933 tor rao
Two bedroom apt. tor sublet over summer
Pays M but electric $350 a month or
negohablo Located on 5th and High CM In
evervngs 354-7797
Houae from May to August 20 $330/mo CM
81 354-7545
Four bdrm ctoee to campus and downtown
364-5608 alter 6 pm
One male needed lo Bubloaae apt lor FM only
al Haven House Manor CM 354 5387
Semester leases BiitBafilll for efficiency apis
(FM) S265'mo includes TV t Cable All utii.
tuny turn 354-3182 11-4

Apartments, Houses. Duplexes

Mark's taring iiaHmiu lor 85-66 school year
Must be 21. Previous experience
apprecatled Apply in person April 1 7 19 bet
2-4.

• • ' KRAZY KRUSH IS HEREII • • •

SHOW OFF YOUR TALENT!
GREEK REVUE
MONDAY KOBACKER HALL 7 30

IS
IS
IS
IS

'76 VW Van Good common 354 5608 after
6 pm.
m

Looking lor bartenders, cooks, wsttraaaes. and
barmaids Please sand Resume and phone
number to Port Hole Restaurant. Lakaahora
Rd . Kotys Island OH 43438

BUMMER EMPLOYMENT
ATTENTION BUSINESS. MARKETING. SALES
STUDENTS
HOW WILL YOU INVEST THIS SUMMER?
We are an established, Toledo based distributing company with exciting sales positions
available starting May 13th through August
31«.
WE OFFER:
' Opportunity to earn $200-400 par week
•Base salary, commission, expenses
'Exceptional training with pay
•Opportunity to travel
■Possibility to wort a home town territory
YOU WOULD NEED: A desire tor Ihe sales
experience, dependable car, be able to work
full time, have a desire to need to earn al
least $3,000 IMS summer.
CALL (41(1 M2-3712 or write PERMA
CRAFTS
5151 Monroe St.. Toledo, OH 4MHS

'15
SS
as
15

For Saks puaout couch- $46 00 and Lazy-Boy
chair-S36 00 364 7144

Ona I, rmte needed to share apt 85-86 school
year. Vary dose to campus, vary reaaonabie
Cal 352-3743
Aveaabtt tor summer Two bedroom, fumelhed
apertmanl Close lo campus Cheep 3548929

Pikes 8 DU s. GET LIT and gat payched for
Greek Week 85 See you 1MB afternoon In
College Park for some tun N games'
ThePhlMu's

SPRaNOFEST
aVMNOFEST
SPRhWEST
SPRtNOFEST

1976 Ford Grand Torino New orakee. new
akemator 8600 Cal 354-7292

Needed to sell: a mo ow Nlahlkl 12 speed
bike. Is In Excellent condition. Call Ron at
$$2-7024 tor more Into.

FEST
FEST
FEST
FEST
FEST

Happy

Franki.
Th* big 21 la finely here Get ready lor the tune
of your He' We are doaig it up "big!"
Your "friends" at 57E

Spring Formal

• ' • KRAZY KRUSH » HtRHI • • •
MARY HOUCKE CONGRATS ON FINALLY
MAKING THE BIG DECISION WITH PAUL
BEST OF LUCK
LOVE, THE SISTERS OF ALPHA DELTA PI

a LAURA

US

THE SISTERS OF
CHI OMEGA

FOUNDERSFEST
FOUNDERS FEST
FOUNDERS FEST
FOUNDERS FEST
FOUNDERS FEST

Dear Mar car.
I cant waM for next year's VIP co-chaxrnenshlp
Thanks tor al your help this year' Nanny Nanny
Boo Boo

EARTH DAY IS COMING''

TAKE

LES SZEKELY ANO TOM McGANNON
Lets put on our beech clothes, what do you
aay? Gat rear, psyched lor Saturday!
Love, beat Dab

'■'HI KRAZY KBUSH It HEREII • • •

DON'T MISS EARTH DAY!

xoxoxDXQxnxnxnxQxnxnxnxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxox

:c

CINDY JANE.
HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY! HOPE YOU HAVE
AN EXCITING WEEKEND WITH DREW THINK
BONK' (EMILY CUPSTER ALWAYS DOESI
WE LOVE YOU!
EL, LOSER « LIMA

CONGRATULATIONS. RICH'
I'M SOOO PROUD OF YOUWELCOME HOMEll

ALPHA OELTS
"Lite's a Beach"
•and then it snows'

BKE RACE PARTY
FEATURING THE BANO "REUK"
SATURDAY 9 00

BRYAN JACKSON- GET PSYCHED FOR
DELTA SIGMA PI INITIATION ON SAT IF YOU
THOUGHT THURS WAS WILD. JUST WAITi
LOVE. YOUR BIG
PS ARE YOU A TURTLE?

PERSONALS

ALPHA DELTS ARE PUTTING ON SHORTS
GETTING FUN DATES. AND HEADING FOR
THE BEACH'"

HIDE NEEDED TO NH-MASS AREA AT END
4JF SEMESTER AND IF POSSIBLE RIDE
-BACK TO BG AROUND JUNE 8 CALL
AUDREY AT 354-2823 THANK YOU

BRIGHT EYES

SOS oft everything
VATANS GIFTS 109 N. Main

LOST & FOUND

TO WHOMEVER REMOVED MY CAMERA
FROM MY PURSE LAST THURS. NIOHT
t4-11-«5) AT UPTOWN:
JVVOULD REALLY LIKE THE FILM BACK THE
FJCTURES WERE OF SENTIMENTAL VALUE
ALSO I WOULD LIKE THE CAMERA WITH MY
NAME ENGRAVED ON IT BACK NO OUES
TIONS ASKED REWARD' CALL 2-5400

Baus:
The 500 la |jat ona week away.
so you 'bala watch out tor ma Kappaa mat day1

Congrats Amanda Redmond on your Kappa Sirj
lavakermg to Tommy Sltjerth Your Phi Mu
sisters love you loo'

SENIOR CHALLENGE VOLUNTEERS

6 mo young cal trom S Prospect area
ray ft brown tiger, lemale No coaar Misaing
jfcr appro 3 weeks Please caf 3520762

■CST OF LUCK TO THE SMMA NU BKE
RACE TEAM. CONTINUE OUR WMNMQ
TRADITION.
DP ANO THE BROTHERS OF SMMA NU.

Brothers ol Sigma Nu.
Good look at bike racal You dM it Date* and
you cm do It again. Wa'ra behind you
100SII We toss you. WMla Roaaa

Abortion, pregnancy tests
student rasa*
CENTER FOR CHOICE
downtown Toledo
419-255 7769

ATTN ALL BGSU STUDENTS
Founders Feat la lor you' Join us this Saturday
<4l 1 00 lor games, muse, contests, prizes
aM and FUN'

:■ Gold Cross Pen In beige pouch. Extreme
■ value Reward' Reward' Cal
I at 354 3179 rllound

■HNS,
CARROT TOP SAYS THAT "YOU CAN LOOK
FOR HER CLOTHES IN THE MORNING.
BABY."

I LOVE YOUIII
Forever a Always- ME

ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS
, CONGRATULATIONS ON A SUPER YEAR.
' CELEBRATION COOKOUTIPARTY AT JOE
. QOTTRON'S SAT., 4/20 AT 6 00 S2S N.
ENTERPRISE. APT ■

T

BIKE RACE PARTY
FEATURING THE BAND REUK"
SATURDAY 9 00

Lee a Lev. Assorted Pants Rag $24 95$29 95 SALE $9 95$ 17 47
Jeans N Things 531 Ridge

GOVERNMENT JOBS $15,000- $50.000/yr
possible Al occupations Cal 1-805-6876000 Ext R 9849 to Ind out how
Position open lor lemal WSI at gala summer
camp Black lever Ranch Croewea. Mfch.
13131679-2605
Cleveland Area QMC Pksrrt haa Co-op
PoaHton for summer In Metallurgy. Sophmore
or Junior In Chemistry Paya $70 per day. Call
coop office 372-2451 or top by 222 Admin.
Bunding.

CM 354-2260 or 352-6553
John Nevrtova Reel Estate
319 E Wooster

Need desperstery person or parsons to rent
apt lor summer or 1 year. 2 bedrm untum.
free cabas and more neoaonapra rent, at ut,
Included except ease CM anytime 354 1546
Female non-smokers Available for summer or
fM on E Wooeter CM 3541316
3 bdrm fum houae 1 bsx. campus $575 per
mo ptoa utl Ph 353-3856
Houses 8 Apia tor 1965-86 school year
Smrlh-Boggs Rentals. 362-9467 btwn 124pm or 352-8917 after 6 OOpm
White houae across from Oftanhsuer. 2 bdrm
apt. lor 3 or 4. Available Summer 5 FM, yrs
ktsse $375/mo plus unities, deposit Daytime
352-7506-axt 49 After 5 30. 352-3406
DELUXE 2 bedroom apl
Close to campus
CM 382-7454
1 bedroom apl
5 blocks from campus* 12 mo. leaae

CM 352-7454
2 bedroom apartments
CM 362 7454
Summer Rentals si special ratea tor HOUSES
ROOMS - APTS Phone 352-7366
anytime
2 bdrm. apts lor 3 or 4 afudanta 2 semester •
IndMduel leases Near campus Phone 3527366
SUMMER APTS.
2 bedroom, lumiehed.
Air cond., Laundry lacllHles
Cable TV 8 water
Paid by owner
$475.00 TOTAL
352-7182

Free x» search training t lob placement
services For more info cal Laafcty 364-3541
WSOS Community Action Commission sic la
now taking appscations tor the summer Youth
Employment Program which is funded through
the Toledo Private Induslry Counc,
Ties program la open to Wood County youth
who quelly Ages 14-21 The Employment
Program w* begin June 16. 1985 Thoaa who
questy wR be sole to work al a maximum ol
40t»s/week and be paid S3 35 par hr For
further Intrjrmaaon pleoea cal WSOS office at
354-3541

FOR SALE

Apartment lor rent. Very dose to campus and
town Furrxehed and uteties paid CM 352

6192
Sleeping rooms aval. Fum 8 untum Avail 2nd
semeafer Neat A dean CM Newtove Mgml

352-5620
Living room, bed room, share kitchen and bath,
no utRttes, Quiet enwonment. available Mey
26 $150 mo CM 352-5572 around 6 pm
THURSTIN APARTMENTS
AIR (XJfaDITKJNteG. FULLY CARPETED. CABLEVTSION. EFFICIENCY. LAUNDRY FACIUTIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER t FALL
451 THURSTH AVE 352 5435

THE BROTHERS OF DELTA TAU DELTA
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE OREO
RUF ON BEING CHOSEN AS THE NEW
MORTAR BOARD PRESIDENT

For sale Radar detector- Whistler spectrum
Pd $300 00 new Make oiler OCMB 3596

THE BROTHERS OF DELTA TAU DELTA
WOULD LKE TO CONGRATULATE JOE
QOOWkX ON WINNING IFC'S MITCH WEITZMAN AWARD ANO PANHEL'S WAYNE COLVIN AWARD.

SAtlBOARO PROOUCTS: Nona. Spartan.
Freedom RAF salt, others, discounts Hi wind
saas. 178 South BroerJaign. Columbus. Onto
43209

SUMMERfFALL RENTALS:
Modern, furnished, AC spts Excellent
location, reasonable rent 1-BR (summer
only) end 2 BR (summer and'or next year)
Celt 161-4968

GOVERNMENT HOMES FROM $1
(URepex) AJso desnguent tax property CM 1 805-887-6000 Ext GH 9849 for mfrjrmetlon

1 or 2 persons needed lor Summer. 2 bedroom
quart spl with AC only 1 2 block trom campus
CM Jim M 352-4794 or Crxla at 354-7327

For Sate- 1060 Yi
5197

2 bedroom spts avsasbli
12 4 Tuao-Set

THE NEW MADNESS
SPRINOFEST 15
aaajHGFEST 18
SFIVNOFUT'SS
SPRtNOFEST '85
THETA CHI'S- THE ALPHA XI'B ARE
LOOKING FORWARD TO HAVING A GREAT
COOKOUT WITH YOU AFTER THt GREEK
GAMES, IT'S GOING TO BE XI BEST TEA
EVERI
TO MY ALPHA DELT TWINS LIL' NANCY AND
UL USA. GET PSYCHED FOR OUR FIRST
DATE PARTY TOGETHER WITH THE WHOLE
FAMILY I LOVE YOU BOTH SO MUCH!'
L a L. BIO MEUNDA

PkMform Loft 1 yr ok) Exceeent condition Musi
sal S125 CT reaaonabie otler 2 1754

400cc$750 00 686

1983 760 Honda Shadow Motorcycle 2300
mass, excesent cond 435-1603 after 4 pm
78 MOB 39.000 mesa No rust Convents*
lop $4.200 or best otter Cal (4191698-1736
Altar 4:00
FOR SALE
University approved 2 parson toft
CM Kety 372-4339.

ROCKLEDGE MANOR
Large 2 bdrm . lurn apt
daVrweeher, extra storage
Comer ol S Colege a Sixth
CM 352-3841 12-4 or 364-2260
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

1976 Honda XL 100 Motorcycle. New
sprouts and chain, SI 75 cal 372-3993

TO THE ALPHA PHIS THANKS SO MUCH
FOR ALL YOUR COOPERATION ANO
SUPPORT' HOPE YOU'RE EXCITED FOR
SUNDAY!
LOVE, BOBBIE JEAN

FOR SALE: Wvstar 2500 Flash Retaea at $90.
seBng now for $40 Good condaion a have
inatructlon manual loo CM Sue ot 37Z-2601

To the Sisters ol DeHa <
CorvjrakjeMtona on your Exceeence h
Leadership award you received at Province
Leadership School - A wea deaarvad honor
On proud ol you'
s Lova, Karen

FOR SALE llandmede rjlitilnH guaar Good
tor begewera Good cond 8100 364-B900

SOS 0* everything
LOCKEROOM 10* It Mam

Dale 352-4380.

1977 DetaunJOOSX Great summer car Sandy
2-1612

FOR SALE 1961 YAMAHA 650 MAXaVJ
EXCELLENT CONDITION CALL T»4 AT 3648124

SUMMER APARTMENT
2-3 lamalaa needed to rant 2 b room apt lor
the summer Close to campus' (Across trom
Kohl) Reaaonabts rent CM 352 3743
1 bdrm fum apt Second SI avM Mid-May
Year tease CM 352 3446
__^
Two bedroom apartments tor summer
2663

352

FOR RENT Apt duplex for 3 people Lowai
duplex lor 4 People Phone 3620639
Apt . summer rates. fM. phone 352 0428

67 Mustang 289 6 cyl . 73.000 org miaa"
$2500 hrm VOC 353-4834, John

Room tor rent, male only. Must furnish
. For more Into cal 3520097
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Cover
The BG News sportswrltlng crew fakes over Friday tor a preview ol the
1985 baseball season.

Bando-Ald
Tribe's catcher hopes to shake the Injury jinx..

«

The "new" Indians
Peter Bavasl has the Cleveland franchise thinking positive, although
the team Isn't winning games yet.
_

Inside the wigwam
Early season Injuries have given manager Pat Corrales another
problem to deal with, as If he didn't have enough.
A

Remarcable?
Marc Delph looks at the major leagues like only he can
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■-■■■-■■a 0

HURRY!
Order your 1985 Yearbook now
and receive a FREE raffle ticket!

Strawberry fields

Grand Prize

Cincinnati's Eric Davis hopes to equal the feats of his friend and
former schoolmate, Darryl Strawberry.
_

15" color TV

9

.

Crystal baseball
The sports staff makes their predictions for the 1985 season.

...................................................10
Rose-colored glasses
Player-manager Pete Rose's optimism has become contagious with
his young players. Now he hopes to turn the enthusiasm Into wins.

12
Missing link
Rookie Chris Plttaro could be the final piece In Detroit's puzzle

1«
Memo from upstairs
Bowling Green dignitaries pick the 1985 World Champions

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■..15
Repeat performance

The Tigers must somehow find a way to top their remarkable 1984
season If they hope to stay ahead of the improved AL East
_

«••••••
■•■■■«■•••••»•••■■•■■■•
Chasing a legend

16

1- Prize:

2-Prize:

2-3" Prizes:

S125 Gift Certificate
from
Purcell's Bike Shop

$100 Gift Certificate
from
Finder's Records
128 N. Main

$25 Gift Certificate
from
Tradewinds
104 S. Main

131 W. Wooster

SKffl
0

A statistical look at Rose's pursuit of Ty Cobb's all-time hit record
Drawing: Friday, May 3, 5 p.m.

18
Eliltf's lite:
In your hands is a special baseball edition of Friday produced by the sports
staff o) the BG News. Meanwhile, the regular Friday staff is taking the week
off. Enjoy.
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Bando hoping for first injury-free year
CLEVELAND - If Chris Bando can
stay healthy for an entire seaon, he
might be one of the most productive
hitters for the Cleveland Indians this
year. Of course, that may be a big if.
Last year, the Tribe's catcher began the season on the disabled list
after getting hit in the shin by former
Indian Juan Eichelberger in spring
training. This year, he sat out the first
10 games in spring training with soreness in his throwing arm, but says he
feels better now.
"My arm feels fine," Bando said. "I
put my faith in Jesus Christ as my
savior. He gives me strength to overcome my setbacks. He's got a plan for
my life/'
rhus far, Bando has played in five
games, starting four. However, he
only has one hit in 16 trips to the plate
for a .062 batting average.
His problem may be the same that
many of his teammates are experiencing with the absence of Andre
Thornton.
"We know we have talent," Bando
said. "We're just all trying to do too
much. Everyone should concentrate
on doing their job. We should just go
out and do our job."
• See Bando page 4

Domino's Pizza Delivers™ Free
Dinner for 4
J799
2-12" one item pizzas
Plus 2 colas
Dinner for 2
$ M

5

Hours:
Sun.-Thur. 4-2
Fri. & Sat. 4-3

2-10" one item pizzas
Plus one cola
FAST-FREE DELIVERY
352-1539

THE FINALS PRIMERFeaturing the...
Tough Talk Jazz Ensemble & Crucial D.B.C.
Sat., April 20, 3 p.m.

Final Location changed to
Student Services Building
Amphitheater
Sponsored by The Obsidian, WBGU Radio and ECAP
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Bando

INS

Continued from page 3 •

History shows Bando is no slouch at
the plate. In 75 games last year, he hit
12 home runs, and brought home 41. It
was Bando's strong bat that won a
National Collegiate Athletic Association championship for Arizona State
in 1977.
The switch hitter belted a gamewinning homer to clinch the NCAA
title. In that championship season, he
earned all-PAC 10, all- west district,
and finally all-America honors.
While fans are waiting for Bando's
bat to get hot, his teammates know
that he can swing a powerful bat.
"You wait," center fielder Brett
Butler said. "Chris Bando may not be
hitting the ball yet, but by September

hell be carrying this club on his
shoulders."
Last year Bando split the catching
duties with Jerry Willard in what
manager Pat Corrales called a "hot
and mad" situation.
"When one played and hit he was
hot," Corrales said. "When the other
came in and hit, he did it because he
was mad for not playing. It worked."
This year, Corrales has Bando penciled in as the number one catcher,
but Willard, and rookie Butch Benton
will see action.
At this point in the season Bando
sees his role as more defensive than
offensive.
"My job is to try to get the most out

of my pitching staff," Bando said.
"We have such a young pitching staff.
I want to get the most out of their
ability. Mentally, it's more tough than
physically."
tribe pitcher Dave Von Ohlen, 1-1,
recognizes the importance of a competent catcher.
"I feel confident with all our catchers, including Chris," Von Ohlen said.
"If I throw a ball into the dirt I don't
want to have to worry about whether
they can handle it or not. The only
thing I want to worry about is the
hitter. It's one less thing I want to
worry about."
Bando is also a "hometown boy
makes good" playing in the shadows
of his brother Sal, now a coach for

Meadowview Court
Apartments
\,,U I,..

i| S.) Nf>

SCIHM

•all utilities included'gas heat'laundry facilities
•drapes»carpet«party & game room
•swimming pool*sauna
$270-fumlshed
$250-unfurnished

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$270-furnished
$265-unfurnished
Plus gas & electric.
Landlord pays water & sewage

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225 furnished
$200-unfumished
Plus electric.
Landlord pays gas heat, water & sewage
Fret mfliliiraii to Cherrywood Hahf) Spa ■ least

214 Napoleon Rd Bowling Green, Ohio
352-1195

"I never really tried to live up to
him or his ability." Bando said. "I felt
more pressure playing behind him in
high school and college. Right now
pressure is something one imposes on
oneself."
With no pressure resting on Bando's
shoulders, all he has to worry about is
staying healthy and, if Butler has
prognostication skills, the man behind
the plate could be one of the top
threats at the plate.
„
__.
- Steve Quinn

GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. Wooster
352-0717

■! Yc*HI

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

Milwaukee. He grew up in Solon, a
suburb southeast of Cleveland, playing little league and Connie Mack. He
is now sponsering a Connie Mack
league team called the Go Bandos.

FRAZEE AVE. APARTMENTS

818 Thurstin, 624,670,656 Frazee Ave.

*
*
*
*
*

2 bedroom
2 baths
Furnished
Laundry facilities available
$450 per month-*-electric

TEAM UP WITH

©hit a homerun at Chilys.
©slide into the Mid-Am Room.
©steal your way over to Zzas.
©make the winning catch at Berries.
©turn a double play at Towers Inn and
©the Garden Terrace Deli.
©light up the score board at the Amani Room.

m

Cash accepted as well as coupons and
faculty/staff charges.
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Bavasi has Cleveland optimistic
CLEVELAND - Despite the shakey
start early in the season, the
Cleveland Indians still have an
optimistic attitude. The optimism
flows from the people in the front
office right down to players on the
field at Municipal Stadium.
New president Peter Bavasi began
giving last year's sixth place team a
new look by doing a little house
cleaning in the Indians front office.
The new look began with Bavasi
himself when he took over for Gabe
Pauljiresident of IS years, on Nov.
Bavasi re-assigned Phil Seghi from
his general manager position to
senior player personnel advisor.
He also fired Bob Quinn, who was
the Indians' director of scouting and
player development, and secrataries
Rosemary O'Connor and Marilyn
Golkowski.
"It was tough for me to do that."
Bavasi said. 'They are also friends of
mine. It was a matter of putting in a
new format in place of the old one. It
was time to bring in fresh blood."
Besides the obvious long-term goal
of building a championship team,
Bavasi has a few immediate goals for
his new team.
"We want to create an upbeat sense

of enthusaism on both the major and
minor league level," be said. ''We
want to make them (players) feel that
this team can be restored. We asked
mem if this is too corny and they said
'no.'
"Our second goal is to shore up the
player development program and our
scouting. That's where our future lies.
These are snort term goals, but they
are still on going.

Sideline

by Steve Quinn
assistant sports editor

"Hopefully this will rub off on the
media and the public. We want the
young players that we sign to get a
sense pride and feel that Cleveland is
a good place to be."
Bavasi's got the right idea. He may
not be too popular with his decisions
to get rid of personnel, especially
those innocent secretaries, but a new

front office is just what the Tribe
needed.
That's where it all begins.
It's easy to complain about the lack
of pitching, starting or relievers,
home run potenatial at the plate, too
much youth. . .
But, its all up to the guys upstairs to
rubuild the Tribe by bringing in the
necessary players via the free agent
market or the trading blocks - a
definite sore spot in recent history.
Former Indians can be found on
contending team's rosters throughout
the league.
The National League's 1964 Cy
Young Award winner, Rick Sutcliffe
of the Chicago Cubs, started out last
year as a member of the Indians
before joining the Cubs, winning 16
while losing only one.
There's also 1981 Cy Young winner
and former Indian John Denny of the
Philles.
The World Champion Detroit Tigers
also have a former Tribe hurler in
Milt Wilcox.
Craig Nettles is playing on his
second consecutive pennant winning
team, the San Diego Padres.
Cleveland traded Nettles to the New
York Yankees after the 1972 season,
which he led the Indians in home runs.

runs batted in, runs scored, hits and
doubles.
Get the idea?
Could this be why Bavasi wanted to
shore up the player development
program and his scouting?
In the mean time, the Indians will
have field a team without their top
offensive threat, Andre Thornton, and
stopper Ernie Camacho.
Thornton went under the knife for
arthroscopic surgery during spring
training, while Camacho had bone
chips in his elbow removed last
Saturday.
Still, the optimism continues to
spread and it seems like center fielder
Brett Butler is doing the spreading.
Last year he told me as well as
other sports writers that the Indians
are like Rodney Dangerfield, they get
no respect
"This year Rodney has left town,"
he said. "The season just started and
the media and fans nave started to
write us off already. I guarantee when
the leaves turn brown, we're going to
give some teams a headache.
Optimism and a positive attitude
can only take a team like the Tribe so
far, but to me it looks like a good
start.
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Early Tribe smoke signals read S.O.S.
This weekend they have to face the
CLEVELAND - There probably is
not one major league baseball team Yankees in New York, then return
that is jealous of the Cleveland Indi- home to face the World Champion
Tigers, playing each team three
ans.
The Tribe is in the midst of a youth times.
And it doesn't stop there. The Tribe
movement and front office house
cleaning by new president Peter Ba- goes back on the road for a four-game
vasi, and since spring training things weekend stint in Baltimore, then it's
on to Kansas City, preseason favorhave not gotten any better.
After signing free agent Andre ites in the AL West.
"They're not going to quit," CorThornton to a four-year contract on
Dec. 4,1984, Cleveland lost the serv- rales said. "There's not any way
ices of the designated hitter as he that's going to happen. It's not the
underwent arthroscopic knee surgery first time we've been down. We've
during spring training and has been been in all the games except one. We
should have won two of those in Deon the disabled list ever since.
troit."
Some of those healthy enough to
Last year he hit 33 home runs and
knocked in 99 runs, leading the team play still have their troubles.
In Tuscon, shortstop Julio Franco's
in both departments. Thornton was
back in an Indians uniform last Sun- defense worried Corrales so much
that he had minor league coach Brian
day, but only worked out minimally.
"He ran a little and took a little Doyle fly to the Tribe's camp from
pepper today (Sunday)," Tribe man- Tampa, Kla. to give Franco individager Pat Corrales said. "If they (doc- ual help at short.
Last year, Franco would have fintors) let him come back any sooner,
ished last in Gold Glove voting as he
we'll be happy to take him.
led the AL shortstops in errors with
As it stands, Thornton is slated to
32.
return at the beginning of May, possibly last April.
"He (Doyle) helped me a lot,"
If Thornton's absence is not enough
said. "He helped me with
to give the Tribe a headache, then Franco
consider the absence of stopper Ernie everything, glovework, footwork,
and concentration."
Camacho, who last Saturday had el- technique matters
worse defensively
bow surgery to remove bone chips. He forMaking
last year's 75-87 Tribe was second
has been on the 21-day disabled list baseman
Tony Bernazard, leading AL
since April 11.
baseman in miscues. If his
Camacho finished last season with a second
doesn't improve, look for Mike
5-9 mark, 2.43 earned run average and hitting
to see more playing time as
a club record 23 saves. His ERA was FischUn
third in the American League behind he hit a paltry .221.
New York's Dave Reghetti (2.34) and
However, there are a few bright
A.L. Most Valuable Player and Cy spots in Cleveland's lineup - Bert
Young Award winner Willie Hernan- Blyleven's pitching for starters.
the "dutchman* finished the 1984
dez of Detroit (1.92).
No one on the team denied they campaign with a team-leading 19 victories against seven defeats, second
miss Thornton and Camacho.
"There's no doubt we're hurt by the behind the AL's only 20 game winner,
injuries," centerfielder Brett Butler Baltimore's Mike Boddicker.
said. "You take 100 RBI and 33 home
A repeat performance could make
runs out of the lineup and how can you for a few exciting games for Tribe
not miss him.
fans.
If Neal "the Heater" Heaton can
"Everbody's trying to pick up the
slack in his absence. We should just get back to the form he had his rookie
be doing our job. We should have won season two vears ago when he owned
two games in Detroit. So far I haven't an 11-7 marx, he could also be a threat
done my job. My job is not to strike as a starter. But if he picks up where
he left off last year at 12-15, ft might
out, it's to get on base."
Butler's plea of guilty is evident in lead to a further demotion from fourth
his slow start. In his first 17 at bats, in the rotation to the bullpen.
Offensively, the Indians can look
Butler struck out five times while
Setting just three base hits. This forward to the hitting of George Vuckidn't seem to surprise the lead off ovich, who made a late surge at the
hitter as he hit a "buck and some plate last year and finished at a .304
change (.179)" last year against the clip, Pat fabler and Franco.
In just under two season with the
Tigers.
I'm trying to let them play their Tribe, Tabler has batted .291 and .290
own game," Corrales said, ''it's got to respectively, while he hit .273 and .286
be as a group, not one person trying to in his first two years in the pro ranks.
Last year's aquisitions of outfielddo everything himself?'
The missing Tribesmen are also ers Mell Hall and Joe Carter gave
evident in the standings as the Tribe's Corrales something to smile about,
record stands at 2-6. At one point, it giving his team a little more power
was thought that they might even go and a tough decision in the outfield as
0-for-AprU, but a 6-3 win over Balti- to who he would start.
more Tuesday put an end to that
In 66 games, Carter belted 13 round
thought.
If the injuries won't get the Indians, trippers, while Hall hit seven in 83
April's schedule will.
The good can definitely be found Brook Jacoby and the rest of the Indians would jump at the dunce to play In
They opened unsuccessfully on the
road in Detroit, then hosted New York within the Indians roster, but it still the World Series. But realistically, they shouldn't set their go.
goals that Ugh.
and Baltimore in two and three game wouldn't make too many green with
'"A
envy.
series, respectively.

■

Opposing pitcher* will have to keep
Mn eye OB MeB Hall (above), and the
rest of the speedy Indians at all times.
Some Tribe fans have been attending
games incognito reflecting back an
last year's sixth place finish (left).

Story by Steve Quinn
Photos by Phil Masturzo
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Some "Re-marcable" views of '85 season
Now that baseball season is finally
upon us, here are some thoughts to
consider as the season progresses:
• Hie Boston Red Sox are
offensively the most feared team in
baseball. They are not as well
rounded as some others, but they will
Eve any pitcher in the American
ague the shakes.
• Why would any team trade Gary
Carter away, especially to a team in
the same division. Montreal messed
up on that one and Carter will teach
them a lesson by having the best year
of his career.
• Mike Schmidt is not worth
$2,130,000 per year.
• No player is worth $2,130,000 per
year.
• Dwight Gooden will be the best
pitcher ever when it's all said and
done.
• The selection of Peter Ueberroth
was a wise move. He is young,
ambitious and has some good ideas

about dealing with the issues facing
baseball today.
• The Detroit Tigers are just as
good as they were last season. The
problem is, some teams have
improved, like Toronto.

by Marc Drlph
sports editor

• Members of the most underrated
team: Wade Boggs, Darryl Motley,
Claudell Washington, Harold Baines,
Mickey Hatcher, Terry Pendleton,
Hubie Brooks, Kent Hrbek and Larry
Parrish.
• Most overrated: Cecil Cooper (at
one time the most feared man in the
game), Jason Thompson, Ozzie
Smith, Steve Sax, Jack Morris, Von

7Hon6 &

Medium 2 Item Pizza
2 Cokes
Free Delivery

'5.25

352-3551

Hayes, Bob "which bone this year"
Homer, Fred Lynn, Bruce Suiter,
Rick Dempsey, George Foster, Steve
Garvey, unrig Nettles, Ron Cey and
lance Parrish.
• Players which actually deserve
their high ratings: Carter, Dale
Murphey, Leon Durham, Ryne
Sandberg. Rick Sutcliffe, Alan
Trammell, Tony Gwynn, Gooden,
Eddie Murray, Don Mattingly, Tim
Raines, and Tom Seaver.
• Homer is not worth $1,500,000 per
year.
• No player is worth $1,500,000 per
year.
• The Houston Astros may be a
darkhorse this season. And the
Dodgers are not what they used to be.
Tom Lasorda's boys will not be as
good as many give them credit for.
• The Twins are better than most
people give them credit for and the
Royals are not. Minnesota suffers
from having a team with a bunch of

no-names on it. Quick, name three.
They're talented, though. Also, are
there any true Twins fans outside of
Minneapolis.
• Why does Pete Rose have so many
enemies? Is it jealousy? Is it that he
has done iust about everything in his
career a baseball player can do,
including playing on and managing a
team? There is already a space
reserved for him in Cooperstown.
• It's amazing how much talent
there is throughout the league with
Cleveland Indians' background. You
could form a World Champion with
that collection of players.
• Steve Kemp is not worth $1,170,000
per year.
• No player is worth $1,170,000 per
year.
• It should be obvious now that I am
against the renegade price tags put on
baseball players, or any other
athletes for that matter. When will it
end?

Try Our New Gourmet
Sirloin Steak Sandwich with
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Peppers, Mushrooms, Mild Peppers,
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hopes to one day be in Strawberry's field
CINCINNATI - If it's wasn't bad
enough that Eric Davis had to grow
Si in the shadow of now New York
ets star Darryl Strawberry, the
Reds 1965 Scorebook has a picture of
Strawberry making a beautiful leaping catch at the center field wall in it.
Davis and Strawberry grew up together in Los Angeles. Strawberry
signed with the Mets, was rookie of
the year in 1983 and is making money
hand over fist.
The 22-year-old Davis worked his
way up the Cincinnati farm system
and, chances are, not very many
people have beard of him. But all of
that could come to an end. Davis,
when given the nod by player-manager Pete Rose to be the Reds' starting center fielder this season, was
granted a chance to place himself on
the same level as his old friend,
Darryl.
"we go back a long way," Davis
said about Strawberry. "We stayed
close even though we went to different
high schools and kind of went our own
way in baseball. I'm real happy for
him, and there's no jealousy whatsoever. He's always been a great
player and he deserves all the attention he's been getting."
• See Davis page 11
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VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.G.
SUPCR SPCCIRl! SUPCR SPCCIM!
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1-16 In. One
Item Pino
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1-13 In. One
Item Pino
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Open 4 p.m.
FREE DELIVERY

Ph. 352-5166
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HOWARD'S^
TVOTED BEST BAR II B.C. f

Sunday & Monday, April 28 & 29
7:00 & 9:30
FREE w/BGSU I.D.
Free t-shirts, movie posters and one portable
cassette player given away at each show!
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NL lost

Nt West

Toronto
Boston
Detroit
Baltimore
New York
Milwaukee
Cleveland

Minnesota
Kansas City
Chicago
Seattle
Oakland
California
Texai

Now York
Chicago
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Montraal
St. Louis

San Diego
Atlanta
Houston
Los Angolas
Cincinnati
San Francisco

When the Mets win it all this year it
won't be labeled a miracle like it was
in '63. This year's team is loaded with
talent. Toronto will win the AL, but
will fall to Gooden's Gang in seven.
Gary Carter will be Series MVP.

Kansas City
Mlnnosota
Chicago
Seattle
California

Now York
Chicago

Stava Ouinn
Auitlont Sports Editor

Detroit
Toronto
Boston
New York
Baltlmoro
Clovoland
Milwaukee

Oakland
Toxas

Philadelphia
Montraal
Pittsburgh
St. Louis

SanDlogo
Atlanta
Los Angolas
Houston
San Francisco
Cincinnati

Being from Cleveland, I'd like to
see the Indians win it all, but I can't
even say "wait till next year" for a
team destined for sixth. Anyway, the
Tigers will win the American League
East, then breeze to an AL pennant
before defeating the Mets in seven for
another World Series crown.

Mlnnosota
Chicago
California
Kansas City
Soattla
Oakland
Toxas

Chicago
Now York
Philadelphia
Montraal
St. Louis
Pittsburgh

San Diego
Atlanta
Houston
Cincinnati
Los Angolas
San Francisco

Detroit may be a dynasty, but I
don't figure on them being too dynamic this year. Figure on the Blue
Jays in the AL Bast to clash in the
World Series with the Chicago Cubs.
The Cubbies will take it all, four

Phil Molturzo
Sports Photographer

Toronto
Boston
Dotrolt
Baltlmoro
Now York
Clovoland
Milwaukee

Minnesota
Kansas City

Now York
Chicago
Montraal
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
St. Louis

San Diego
Atlanta
Los Angeles
Houston
Cincinnati
Son Francisco

Toronto will face New York in the
Series and the Mets will win in seven
games. Dwight Gooden will win two
games and gain MVP honors. The
Blue Jays platoon system will crumble after they take a 2-0 lead in the
Series.

MorcDelph
Sports fdltor
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Toronto
Dotrolt
Boston
Baltlmoro
Now York
Clovoland

Chicago
Seattle
California

Oakland

Milwaukee

Karl Smith
Sports Reporter
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Toxas

Family Size
Deep Dish Pizza
Party Tray
(30 slices of pizza)

with 1 or more extra
items-get a

352-8408
SMS. MAM

BOWLING GREEN

FREE 6-Pack of Pepsi
Carryout or Delivery

BARNEY'S CONVENIENCE
MART
AND CAR WASH
BEER AND WINE AT STATE MINIMUM
996 S. Main St. 352-0534

Pepsi

Little Kings Kegs
55 12oz servings

8 pk. carton
$1.58 + deposit
(limit 2)

In stock & cold
Hole 'n one Donuts
-made fresh dally-

We Deliver 7 a.m.-l 1 a.m.

Cigarettes 85«
Generic 61« +
Century 94* +
Marlboro 25's

Instant Lottery Tickets

Unif&n

°P

en

games to two.

+ tax
tax
tax
$1.05

+ tax

24 hrs.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES
NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL
835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa

352-9378

9:0

° - 4:3°

Monday - Friday

HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT-8th & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6th & 7th
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

Features:
2 bedroom-carpeted & furnished
Gas heat - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
1 1/2

laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only electric
Lots of closet space
bath

Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa.
A new facility which has been built features the following:
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Indoor Heated Pool

* Sun Lamps
• Metos Sauna

• Shower massage
* Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment
Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
.., ,..,F,urnished & Unfurnished

.
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Davis
Continued from page 9
Davis, however, had a slow start,
going l-for-15 to open the season,
which included an embarassing series
in New York in which Rose benched
him for one
It appeared as if the storybook tale
ave a sad ending. But Davis
said he wasn't worried about his
slump.

"I cant worry about striking out or
anything else like that this early in the
season, he said. "You can get in a
hole. I'm not frustrated and I m sure
I'll bounce back. There are* 160 games
to go."
Davis came back the next day and,
with two home runs in three games,
helped the Reds sweep the Braves in
Atlanta.
And ever since he came up to the
Reds last year in late June, he has

been getting his share of attention. In produce to keep my spot in center
57 games last year, he had 10 homers field. With guys like Gary (Redus)
and 10 stolen bases.
and Eddie (Milner) I have to produce
When Rose informed him this because they are great ball players."
spring he would be the Reds starting
Redus and Milner started In the
center fielder and lead-off hitter, his outfield last season for the Reds and
picture and stories could be seen in didn't produce offensively, so Rose is
nearly every sports section across the going with Davis.
country.
So if things go well for the young
"I don't feel any pressure," Davis Davis, maybe he'll be in the same
said. "I think it helped me to put me in company as his ol' buddy, Strawsuch a predicament that I had to berry.
-MarcDdph
»www«wwwwww«

Here's the inside story
of our new
Buttermilk Biscuits.
VW* «• our Buttarrr* Baa** to treeh and detcawe? CauM we make 'em the good oU-fnfUon **,

bated up n anal baecftea al through tha day So
twy're always IraatHuat Mia our Kentucky Frtad
CNdaanhL
Wai. net's tha nalda story Drop by and taste our
ana Bunamdh BlacuRa tor yourse* Or ptok up and
asaa dofan tor tha famey
And ersoy them happffy eve* attar

Fi* »• start w#h ffw beet ingretftertaHfce real
autism* Than -. ral the dough Bwim.^
*w*neea and cut oul aach tMacu* by hand
Neat we pop em m our batouR ovana- where may

874-9309
We Provide You With...
•A Virl»ly of Sim
•Comwikwl Hours

Kgnttkcky Pri»Q Chickm

•E««» ACCMt

• Security

For Your Personal Needs..
•HouMtoM ooodt
•Itocraanonal
.Clothing
•Furniture

$1.55

$1.55

2-PIECE
MEAL

2-PIECE
MEAL
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$1.55
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MEAL
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IO-J Rxippi' t *H«C'
Meshed Potato** • Gravy

*

CHICKM || toil
ftAVDWICHa 2

GlJGXa" *9>*
8JJTDWra^ 2
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GRINDER
sub-sandwich
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SANDWICH] 2
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SAJTDWICK
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■Now Featuring
Fr.sh-Balcd Butiermilk Biscuits Mad. From Scratch
"Use Our Convenient Drive Thru"

AV
Port Clinton

Kgntadcy fried Chicken
1020 N. Main - B.G
352-2061

BOWLING
GREEN'S
BEST!
BUY WEIGHT!
BUY TASTE!
BUY PRICE!
10M ftrtt Main St.
3524434

Fremont
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Reds develop "Rosey" attitude
CINCINNATI - Last August, Pete
Rose made the most famous headfirst
slide of his career, from Montreal to
home. His home. Cincinnati.
Since then, Rose, as player-manager, has instilled a winning attitude
into a bunch of players who were used
to losing. An attitude that hadn't been
present since the Big Red Machine
days of the mid-70s.
Cincinnati has been in the bottom
tier of the National League West for
the better part of the 80s. Rose was
brought over from Montreal to rebuild the Machine. He was the best
man for the Job since be was a
mainstay on the Reds in the early 70s.
While most of the familiar faces are
gone, Rose and the rest of the organization are trying to make household
names of a new crop of young talent.
Talent that someday, they hope, will
take them back to the top of the NL
West, as it did so many times before.
Since day one, Rose's first strategy
has worked; he put smiles on his
player's faces and fans in Riverfront
Stadium.
"Attitude is the name of the game,"
Rose said, following a 4-1 loss to the
Expos April 10. "The players need to
be happy to perform, to win. We're 1613 (now 19-16) since I got here, so I'd
say it's working."
The Reds youth movement starts in
baseball's most important position,
pitching, where hali of the four-man
starting rotation has less than one
Cr of major league experience,
y are Jay Tibbs, who came up in
impressive style late last year and
posted a 6-2 record with a 2.86 ERA,
and rookie left-hander Tom Browning, who is currently 1-0 after sixhitting the Atlanta Braves Wednesday
in a 6-1 victory.
The rest of the starters consist of
ace Mario Soto, a right-hander who
was 18-7 last season with 185 strikeouts and John Stuper, who the Reds
acquired from St. Louis in the off
season.
The bullpen is up and down with
lefty John Franco leading the way.
Franco was 6-2 with Cincy last year
with a 2.61 ERA. The right-handed
combination of Tom Hume and Ted
Power is questionable, however.
Power had a good season last year,
while Hume, who used to be the ace in
the pen, had a nightmare 4-13 season.
But Rose is keeping the faith, backed
by a strong spring training.
"Hume's been throwing the ball
real well," Rose said. 'It doesn't
surprise me, he's been throwing well
all spring."
Behind the plate is a worrisome
spot for Rose as Dave Van Gorder and
Dann Bilardello both had seasons last
year that they would like to forget.
This season will probably prove to be
no different.
The infield looks about the same as
the end of last season. Rose, in his
quest for the "untouchable" Ty Cobb
hit record, will pencil himself in at
first. And, so far, he has quieted his
critics who say he only puts himself in
games to catch Cobb. Rose has nine
nits in eight games this year, better
than any other member of the squad,
and is 85 hits shy of the mark of 4,194.

At second is veteran Ron Oester,
who hasn't produced since 1980, and
that was just a .277 mark. Since then,
it's been all down hill. Waiting in the
wings is Tom Foley, but he also lacks
offensive prowess.
Third base is also a problem spot
offensively as Nick Esasky, who
came up labeled a savior, has been
somewhat of a disappointment. However, he is currently on an early-season tear, but no one knows how long it
will last with his MLB record at the

plate. He is another member of Rose's
optimistic list.
"Nick can swing the bat real well,"
he said. "I'm not going to give up on
him. He's got the talent to be a good
hitter and the power to hit a lot of
home runs."
The shortstop position has been held
by the same man since 1970. Dave
Concepcion has been a model of consistency and looks to maintain his
position for a couple more years.
Though his bat isn't as productive as
it used to be, Concepcion is invaluable
as a defensive specialist and a team
leader.
The Reds outfield is the team's
bright spot; a mixture of veteran
experience and a crop of young talent.
Right fielder Dave Parker leads the
way, in his first season in Cincinnati

last year, Parker led the team in
nearly every offensive category. Included in that was his .285 average, 16
home runs and 94 RBI.
The other two positions produced a
war between last year's regulars
Gary Redus and Eddie Milner and
part timers Cesar Cedeno and Eric
Davis. The winners were Cedeno and
Davis.
While Milner and Redus possess
blazing speed, the veteran Cedeno
adds the needed offensive firepower
and Davis, who was called up from
the Red s' AAA farm club last season,
went on a home-run hitting binge last
season with seven in a 10-game
stretch.
But only Parker's position is safe in
the outfield as any player could step
into the other two spots at any time.
The season shapes up like this:
Cincinnati is basically young and inexperienced, but will use speed and
solid defense to improve on last year's
fifth place record of 70-92. The Reds
lack offense and are in need of more
power. That is, unless you ask Rose.
"I'm not going to sit back and wait
for guys to nit home runs," he said.
"A guy could die waiting for his team
to hit home runs. We're going to try
and get on and steal.
"There's not much difference from
this year's team and last year's
team," he added. "But we're not the
same team that was 20 games back
last year. We have nine new faces and
a new attitude toward winning."
But Joe Attitude cannot step to the
plate every day, hit .333 with 27 home
runs and 100 RBI. The Reds will need
production from young players like
Davis, Esasky and Bilardello. If they
get it, it's a whole new ball game thin
what Cincy fans have become accustomed to lately. If not, the only excitement will be watching Rose catch
Cobb.

Jay Tibbt la another oae of the youth that player-maaaget Pete Rote has pat itock

13

Veteran Tony Pern's babble Is about to burst
just watching the Reds youth movement from
the dugout (below).

as he chases Ty Cabb. Rose doctm'I need to ran from aayooe when It comes to talent

Story by Marc Delph
Photos by Phil Masturzo

The Reds may find themselves flat on their backs with their catching problems as Dan BllardeUo has struggled In the

14
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Pittaro could be the Tigers' missing link
DETROIT - Detroit Tigers shortstop Alan Trammell spotted Chris
Pittaro playing catch during warmups.
"Hey rookie, toss me a ball," Trammell said.
Like all first year players should,
Pittaro flipped the ball he had been
using to the veteran and jogged to the
dugout to get another one. Even
though he is starting for the defending
World Champs, he is still a rookie.
Pittaro came to the Tigers straight
from their AA club in Birmingham
and has already earned a starting job.
He is off to a fast start, but still snows
i of being a rookie.
t or example.. .
The Tigers typically seclude themselves in their clubhouse after warmups since reporters and camerapersons make it impossible to concentrate on the game. Pittaro, having
never been in the majors, wandered
onto the field while Cleveland took
batting practice.
He quickly realized his mistake.
Reporters, desperate for anything
on Tigers, cornered him and bombarded the rookie with questions. Now
Pittaro stays in the clubhouse with his
teammates.
• See Pittaro page 18
9
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GREENBRIAR INC.]
224 E. Wooster
352-0717
Ridge Manor Apartments
519 Ridge
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 Bedroom & 1 Bedroom
Gas heat
Furnished
Garbage disposals
Laundry Facilities
$385-$460 per month
Model Apt is'12

Earth Day '85
April 23.1985
10:30—3:30
Union Oval
In case off rain: Forum, Student Serivces
Information booths from the Environmental Protection Agency, Ohio Dept. of Natural Resources,
Audubon Society, and campus organizations.

Plant and T-shirt sale
Give us litter—
We'll give you a free button
Sponsored by
The Environmental Interest Group
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Who's
going
to win?

Tiger fever has not faded in any
way at Bowling Green. After polling
13 dignitaries as to who they thought
would win the World Series, the consensus was the defending World
Champion Detroit Tigers would repeat as champions.
Here's how they picked them:
John Weiaert, men's basketball coach
-Tigers.
Fran Voll, women's basketball coach

-Tigers.
Chris Sherk, assitant sports information director - Tigers.
Denny Stolz, head football coach Gate Davenport, Softball coach - Tigers
Galen Ash, Bowling Green chief of
police - Tigers
Paul and Roth Obcamp, - Tigers
PhD Mason, executive assistant to the

few Dimensions in
Financial Tech § §19w

University's President - Tigers
Those who beg to differ:
Jerry York, hockey coach - Chicago
Cubs
Steve Shutt, sports information director-Cubs
Bill Jones, head trainer - Cubs
Gary Palmisano, soccer coach - New
YorkMets
Ed Platzer, baseball coach - Mets

I

MickiGPMmde
Friday" & Saturday
April 19 & 20
8:00,10:00 & Midnight
•1.50 wTBGSU ID

m
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SUMMER'S
COMING...

Bowling Green Locations:
100 S. Main (main office downtown)
1098 N. Main
327 S. Main
Hours:
8:30 a.m.4:00 p.m. Monday thru Thursday
8:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Friday
8:30 a.m.-Noon Saturday

Drive-ups Open:

MISCELLANY
8

8:30 a.m.-7:00 p.m. Monday thru Friday
8:30 a.m.-Noon Saturday
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Tigers have talent to defend crown
DETROIT - The "D" on the jersey
may not stand for dynasty, but that
doesn't mean that the Detroit Tigers
aren't going to make a run for another
World Championship.
The acquisition of Walt Terrell (1112, 3.52 with the Mets) provides the
Bengals with another quality starting
pitcher, as if they didn t have enough
already. No Tiger pitcher won 20
games in 1984, but the staff's balance
was a key to Detroit's success.
Jack Morris (19-11, 3.60) and Dan
Petry (18-8,3.24) return to anchor the
staff. Juan Berenguer (11-10, 3.48),
Terrell and Milt Wilcox, coming off
his best season (17-8,4.00), round out
the starting rotation, arguably one of
the strongest in the league.
But possibly the biggest plus on the
Tiger staff could be their bullpen,
where AL Cy Young winner and Most
Valuable Player Willie Hernandez (93, 32 saves, 1.92) and Aurelio Lopez
combined for 46 saves last year.
The weak spot on the otherwise
dependable staff is the arms of Doug
Bair (5-3, 3.75), a Bowling Green
graduate, and Bill Scherrer (only 19
innings pitched in Detroit last year) in
long relief.
As a team, Detroit posted the best
ERA in the league, 3.49, far ahead of
runnerup Baltimore, 3.71.
No Tiger scored 100 runs, nor did
any Detroit player knock in 100 runs.
For most teams that would spell disaster. Instead, the Bengals led the
AL in runs scored (829) and homers
(187). The Tigers used a balanced
attack to churn out such lofty numbers; 11 players had at least 37 RBI
and 12 scored 30 or more runs.
Lance Parrish hit only .237 last
year, the second straight year that his
average has dropped, but his 33 homers and 98 RBI help make up for is low
average. He also won a Gold Glove,
and owns a powerful and accurate
arm. His back up is another weak link
as Marty Castillo (.234) can be regarded only as an average defensive
catcher and his offense leaves a lot to
be desired.
First baseman Darrel Evans didn't
deliver quite the power that Detroit
fans might have liked, although he did
clout 17 round-trippers in his first AL
season. He began last season as a
platoon player but wound up as a
starter. His age (38) and limited
range could be magnified as weaknesses if the Tigers should slump.
The keystone combo of Lou Whitaker and Alan Trammell, both Gold
Glove winners, is arguably the best in
the league, now that manager Sparky
Anderson has decided to leave it
alone. Third base is manned by rookie
Chris Pittaro who fills a nagging void
at the hot corner.
It Is going to take a lot more than Tony Bemazard completing a double play to foil the Detroit Tigers hopes of repeating
Infield depth is a problem, however.
as World Champs.
Doug Baker (.185 in 108 at-bats) and
The outfield is dangerous, at the year, will again make an important chances). His .954 fielding pet. is the
Tom Brookens (.246) aren't bad glove
plate and in the field. Left fielder contribution.
men but their offense is lacking.
worst among regular AL outfielders.
Barbaro Garbey (.287) can hit well Larry Herndon suffers from lapses in
Of course, the outfield is anchored
enough and can play first, second, left and has a weak arm. But he by the glove, bat and ego of Kirk
Still, Gibson is the first Tiger to bit
third and the outfield, but his defense proved his worth with the bat, hitting Gibson. Yes, he's cocky, but he's got a over 20 homers and steal over 20
is not his strongsuit. Dave Bergman .280 although bis power production right to be. After all, be hit for power bases (29 in 1984). He also shows early
played first base in 114 games, com- slipped from 20 homers in 1983 to (27 HRs, 97 RBI) and owns a cannon signs of a repeat season.
of an arm, even though he sometimes
mitted only eight errors and helped seven last year.
Garbey, Rusty Kuntz (140 at-bats,
Chet Lemon covers center well and misjudges easy flyballs (his 12 errors .287) join Johnny Grubb, part-time
turn 63 double plays (third on the
team). He also contributed on offense turned in another good season and, if were more than any Tiger except designated hitter, to help out in the
he can repeat his .287, 20 HRs of last Whitaker, who had almost 500 more
(.273, seven HRs, 44 RBI).

:
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This will be the only ka»ck-d»wn,
drag-oat tight In the AL East race
between the World Champion Tigers
aad the Indians (above).
Alan Trammel (left) may be a Gold
Ghve winner at shortstop, but be also
carries a big stick.

Story by Karl Smith
Photos by
Phil Mastuno
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Pittaro
Continued from page 14
That doesn't mean that his rookieenthusiasm has died, however.
"I can't complain, it feels great just
to be here," Pittaro said while signing
autographs before a game with the
Indians.

Rose
vs.
Cobb

Pittaro's quick, and unexpected,
rise to the majors may not be due
Cot*
Row
V«r»
M
22
simply to his talent. The Tigers are
crossing their fingers and hoping that
GoimPlovod
30J3 3371
the rookie will be the final piece in
Mlatt
114J9 13411
their quest to build a Tigers' dynasty.
HHj
4191 4097
Third base was the one spot that
Dortm
734
726
nagged the Bengals throughout their
Triples
297
131
championship campaign. Howard
HomeRum
1» 156
Johnson (traded to the New York
Rum
244 2090
Mets) handled the hot corner for 108
games and hit .248 with 12 roundtripRBI
1W 1266
pers while knocking in 50 runs. His
WOW
1249 1*49
.944 fielding percentage, however,
SMktMlH
357 1077
was third worst among AL regular
stoMnBout
m 'w
third basemen. But Wayne Gross
AWfOOt
367 .305
(.937) hit 22 homers for Baltimore and
Ed Romero (.943) played only 59
Reds player-manager Pete Rose is
games with Milwaukee.
currently 85 hitashy of Ty Cobb's
major league bit record of 4,109. Rose
Only three teams in the AL used at bas niae hits this season tor a total of
least four different third basemen in t,m.
over 20 games each, including Detroit. The other two teams, Seattle
and Milwaukee, aren't well-respected yw.
company. The Brewers finished last
in the East while the Mariners only
finished above lowly Texas.
For Detroit, Tom Brookens appeared in 68 games at third base and
did better in the field (.989) than
Johnson. On the other hand, Brookens
hit only .246 with 26 RBI.
Marty Castillo (33 games), Darrell
Evans (19 games) and Barbara Garbey (20 games) all filled in at third
during the 1984 season, but none fit the
bill. Castillo is mainly a backup
catcher, Evans is the starting first
baseman while Garbey backs him up,
along with second base and, occasionally, the outfield.
That's where Pittaro comes in...
but he doesn't seem to feel the pressure of starting for the defending
World Champs.
■•■•I
"I just want to contribute," Pittaro
said. "I don't set statistical goals; if
I'm consistent, the stats will come."
The 23-year old pounded out a .284
average at Birmingham with 11 homers and 61 RBI.
The transition from minor league
baseball to the majors has been
smooth thus far for Pittaro. The flvefoot-11, 160 pound Tiger is currently
hitting the ball well, producing weu
over a .300 clip.
"In the majors, everyone is that
much better than the minors," Pittaro said. "All the pitchers have good
breaking balls and everyone plays
better defense."
Pittaro knows the Tigers face stiff
competition for the AL East title, let
alone their World Championship.
"I sure hope we can do it again," he
said. "It's always tougher to repeat
but I think we have thelatent to do it"
The Detroit management, like Pittaro, hopes their Tigers will repeat
and are counting heavily on the rookie
to make that hope a reality.
-Sari Smith

440 E. COURT

PUFF'S
"PIZZA"
" ■"«■■*■

352-1596

ONE LARGE ONE ITEM PIZZA
$5
FREE DELIVERY
WOOD COUNTY

HIKE-BIKE
April 27.1985
(Rain Date: May 4)
Registration begins 8:00 a.m.
Time: 9:00 a.m.—3:00 p.m.
at Wood Lane School
11160 E. Gypsy Lane, Bowling Green

352-5115
For pledge forms, call
Wood Lane School.

Applications are now available
3
SUMMER
Youth Fun and Fitness Counselors

Great experience working with children
Summer employment at the SRC!
Applications Due: April 26
Applications and interview sign up
at the SRC Main Office
Call 372-2711 with questions
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4:30
0
WIDE
WORLD
Of
SPORTS Pern** VVttrteher vs an
opponent to ba namad m a hght
wtagM bout. Evander Hofyhald v*
Mart Rivera m a toohi raivywatni
bout and Tyre". B>gg* v* MA*
Parkau m a heevyw*tghi bom. a*
scheduled for an round*, kva from
Corpus Chnati T*>e* Ota Wood
Memorial a mirjr laai for th-aa
yeer-oW Thorouqnbrada laadkng
up W tho Kentucky Derby kva
from Aqueduct Race Track in
Jamaica. N Y
© WHAT'S HAPPE NINGII
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Show
BOO
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I Lovo A
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Art
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ahot tot a due at the death of a
faeow photographer whan the
woman detective aaargned to the
I to »ve up IRI
BJ GIMME A BREAK Seeking
revenge becauae NaB wouldn't ktt
har go on a coed camping tr«>.
Samantha "hefpt Joey prepare a
long 'or Ned a church choa (Bl
to LOVE BOAT A fruatrated
houaawrle oreaanta har aiaanartrve
huaband with a bat for har houee
hold aerwee* an anaroua mother
•eveari a aecret to her daughter
who a about to embark on a ahap
board romance. Captam Stutwng
heaa a aporti daector. (HI Q
(ESPN) USFL FOOTBALL Loa
Angaaaa £«•••• M Denver Gold
(TMCI MOVIE •*';
Rapo
Man ' (I9B4) CmrkoEatevw. Hari. Dean SUnion A punk rocker
tafcaa a fob with a veteran car ••
POIIMIC*. and together they pom
the chaae for a 1984 Chevy Ma*
bu whoa* trunk happane to con
lam a luturiafc weapon. R
9:30
B HOMAGE TO CHAGALL
An intimate look at tha kf* and
■magwatrfjn of Ruaaian-Jewiah
pent*
Marc Chagai MBS 7
19851 Nanatad by Jamea Ma
•on (R) (NOTE Regularly ached
uled programming may ba pre
empted tor coverage of tha NHL,
playoff*)
BJ UNDER ONE ROOF Span
car drtcovet a that tha get he ongrnaty thought was weed ettuaey
haa aoma dakcate amotiorval prob
lama
fj MARK RUSSELL The b.
partraan aanmt offer* hn latest
°9??< ."ST*" j*1 Pokoe* and cur-

4#

PHONE

§S 089 NEWS
NATIONAL Q
AUSTIN CITY LIMITS
Mickey G*wy ! T G Shappard
kAckay GrUey perform*
You
Don I Know Me and Put Your
Dreams Away
and T G Shop
par (I offer* several of his hats
(TMC) MOVIE *# Weekend
Pea* (1984)0 W Brown. P*t*r
Eeenstam Four sailor* arat fmiah
•ng basic treating m San Drago
travel to Los Angatas lor fun and
romance R'

12:40
(TMCIMOVIE * * » Romanc
mg The Stone M984I Mchael
Douglas Kathleen Inner

■too

S WRESTLING
NEW
YORK
HOT
TRACKS Scheduled wd*o* by
Chaka Khan I Through the Fee' )
the Manhattan* I You Sand Me )
and Jesse Johnson ( Be Your
Man ) Carlos da Jem* hosts
from Star Duck*
0 MOVtE ***
Mr Hare*
Navy
M964I Ernest Borgnrne
JoaFrynn
(ESPN) AUTO RACING Fron
tier 500 Off Road Race horn Las
Vegas to Reno Nev (Rl
1:30
0NEWS
(ESPN) HORSE RACING Ar
kansas Derby from Mot Spring*
An (R)
2:00
O MOVIE * * * The Gather
mg Slotro M974) Rxhard Bi*
ton Vegartki McKenna
2 30
0NEW5
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
2 40
(TMC) MOVIE •*
N..r
lempoon* Vacation
119831
Chavy Chase Beverly 0 Angato
300
(ESPN) TENNIS WTA Woman'*
Championshrps. »amrlinal match
as from Amefca Island Fla IRI
4:00
O MOVIE * # '■>
She Live*
11973) Season Hubtey Dm At
MtJj
4:30
(TMC) MOVIE * *
Al The
Marble* 11981) Patar Fa*. Burt
Young

Hill

SiJNOAY

O NEWS
11:20

APR*. 21. 1988

to ABC NEWS Q

11:36
to STAR SEARCH
12:00
S THE PRISONER
TV AUCTION (CONT'D)
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
12:30
to
TALES
FROM
THE
DARKSIDE Wrth the help of a
Owk* board's span, a schamatg
wit* plan* to mnern har erkng hu*
band a IStuart Whitman) marten*
(ESPN)
BOSTON
MARATHON
HIGHLIGHTS

M

^^r

6:00
0 MUNDO REAL
(ESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT
KARATE (R)
6:30
*FOR OUR TIMES
PATCHES AND POCKETS
(WITH THIS RING
BLACK FORUM
(TMC) MOVIE * * Blue Skra*
Agam
119831 Harry Hamkn.
Mirm Roger*
6:46
0 DAVE Y AND GOLIATH
7:00
§ FOCUS: BLACK
KIDSWORLD
0 JIMMY SWAGGART
7:30
8SUN0AY MASS
THREE CHEERS FOR
LIFE
0 THE LOCK AND THE
KEY Edwm Newman reports on
the e»tim*t*d 750 000 mat* and
. female mmatee at America % pris-

352-8459

HUGE SALE!
10 ■ 40% OFF!

(pink, white, red)

i

B 30
80REXHUMBARD
THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO
0 COMMUNITY SHOW
CASE
(ESPN) AUTO RACING Formu
la I Portuguese Grand Pna eve
from E Storil Portugal
9:00
O 0 SUNDAY MORNING
Scheduled BA Moyer* profrles
Norman Cousms prof** of lather
son profesaional wrestler* Brunn
and David Sam mart mo
O MOVIE * * R,y* Of Mys
ie»y M969I Mt Marrow. Claude
Aket*
0 TOLEDO SINGS GOSPEL
0 WORLD TOMORROW
0 SESAME STREET (R) Q
0 JAMES KENNEDY
0 MISTER ROGERS (Rl
9:30
SBABE WINKELMAN
KENNETH COPE LAND
WILD AMERICA
10:OO
SOAY OF DISCOVERY
NOVA
0 EMERGENCY
(9 WORKING WOMEN
(TMC) MOVTE **> ', Moscow
On Tha Hudson 119841 Rot-n
WrAam* Maria Conchite Atonso
IO:30
0 NORTH COAST MAGAZINE
0 ONE ON ONE
0 ORAL ROBERTS
0 ST ARCADE

11(00
O MEETING PLACE From
Placenti*.
Nawfounctond
tha
Rev WrAam Porneroy conduct*
services from Sacred Heart
Roman Catholic Church
I COMMENT
WORSHIP FOR SHUTINS
SKIDS INCORPORATED
THE LIVING PLANET A
PORTRAIT OF THE EARTH
{WRESTLING
TONY BROWN'S JOUR
NAL
(ESPN)
BUSINESS
TIMES
MANAGEMENT REPORT Up
lo date bweetess mlormetion for
manager* including itratagy ra
sues, technology and a review of
Waff Strsat actrvrtie* (Rl

8'

11:30
§0 FACE THE NATION
SUNDAY MASS
THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY
0 INTERNATIONAL EDITK3N
AFTERNOON
12:00
Q JEFFFRSONS

O
SPORTSWEEKENO
Scheduled Formula I Portuguese
Grand Pru auto raca. horn Fatoril
Portugal
0 AUTO RACING interne
tronaf Race Of Champions
0 HIGH SCHOOL QUI7
RosslotdV* Springfield
rJE NFWTECH TIMES
© FAME A ha* been actor with
dwirtrjrng serf confidence decide*
to return to the *iage at a play
deeded by Done
0 NOVA In the controversy
over the cause of Southeast
Asm* yeftow ram.' clean* thai
charnrcafs are bemg dropped by
plane* are countered by those
that place the re*ponsrb*>ty with
swarms of baas IRI CJ
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
(TMC) MOVIE * * * *
Rear
Window 419541 Jam** Stewart
(HaoaKaey
12:30
SWKRP IN CINCINNATI
HOME SWEET HOME A
look at the opportumtai* and
problem* of buying and seeing a
home with financial edvee and
home improvement tip*
§MEET THE PRESS
ON LOCATION
ADAM SMITH'S MONE Y
WORLD
(ESPN) NFL
SUPERSTARS
Profile* of Bud Grant and Vmce
Lombarck IRI
1 OO
O 0 NBA BASKETBALL
Playoff Game
0
MY
MOTHER
THE
WITCH A young gal s widowed
mother face* pub** accusation*
of witchcraft durmg the era of the
Salem wHch trial*
S COMMUNITY CLOSE UP
TV AUCTION A ted by
phono eitrevegen/a where any
thing and everything w# ba sue
tmned to tha highest brddar
0MOV* *•
AlThaFm*
Young Cannrbar* 119601 Natske
Wood Robert Wagner
0 WASHINGTON WEEK IN
REVIEW
ESPN) AUTO RACING NAS
CAR Northwestern Bank 400 kva
from North WAetboro N C

I tSO
O MOVIE * * ' -.
Stranger*
At Sunrise 1197 II George Mont
gomery Oeana Martm
IWALTONS
SUPERCHARGES
WALL STREET WEEK
Gu**l John Connolly chaeman
•nvasiment Pokey Committee
Dean Witter Reynold*. Inc
2:00
0 DRAG RACING Getorna
tronaf*
STV AUCTION (CONT'D)
SHAKESPEARE PLAYS
Titu* Andronicu*
Treviw
Peacock
Anna C alder Mar shell
Eileen Atkms and Edward
Harrkrwcka star m thrs tragedy of
raatousy rust and revenge m an
cwntRome Q
fTMCI MOVIE * * Blue Sk«*
Again ' (1983) Harry Hamkn
Mimi Rogers
2:30
0 MOVIE ****
Cheva
town
119741 Jack Nrchorson
Fay*0unaway
3:00
0 AEROBICS Nahonal Cham

Hairways
(formerly Romans)

perls and tuppllpg

to 115 Railroad St. between
Dorsey's and Sterlings on May 1

Carnations $4.50 dozen

8:00
O ORAL ROBERTS
§ALL THINGS NEW
© ROBERT SCHULLER
SESAME STREET (R) (J
(ESPN) SPEEDWEEK
(TMC) MOVIE * *
Mm
Pnot Glory' 119521 Jamea Ceg
ney Dan Derrey

(ESPN) FISHIN' HOLE (R)

WE'RE MOVING!

428 E. Wooster

(ESPN)
JULIUS ERVINGS
SPORTS FOCUS (R)

0PRESENTE

11 SO
O MOVIE *** TheSubattt
We* ROM* M9B8IPatf>oaNeal
Jack Atiertaon After World War
II. a young man returns home
from Army duty and hnds hrs
ouanekng parents it* engaged m
battle
to MOVIE ***
Tha K**
Etna I197SI Jama* Caen Robert
Ouvafl
An assMSin for hee r*
doubte-crosaed by fas former
partner and the antae Interhgence
underworld
0 SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE
Host EdBegtayJr Mufccal guest
Ba*y Squrer (Rock Me Tonrt*.
' Al Night Long ) (Rl

1011 S. MMn SI Bo«lii>fl GrMfi OH 43402

353-1045

Cash and Carry

MOO

on* who may be more dangerous
erhan they finish then sanloncee
than when they began IB)

12:3B
8DSOUL TRAIN

WffiLy* HUTCH
^ij™

aa-Sr-a yaitnoM

10 30
BJ ON TOP ALL OVER THE
WORLD A view of enteri*.n
mam around the world mchickng
tha beat m mow* a num video*
and tetevinon thow* Host* Mor
gen Briltsny and Stephen J Can
net! Featured David Hasaefhorl
Victoria Pnncajal B«y Dee W.t
dam* Leioa Gray Joan CoHm*
Kenny Rogar* and Rogar Moore

fft-

7''Jlflmiirrluiusr
.-"V"
C

Weekly
Special

1O:0O
O to COVER UP Jack and
Dan- take off to the 'tench Rinera
where an aiwHUgaMaon of a proati
tution img threaten* to eaptode
eito an aiternehonal modenl IRI
0 HUNTER An -itwter.ng TV
new* raportar block a Hunter > m
veatigation of a case mvotv-ig an
araorv*t with a penchant for aban
drjned burkknga
to FINDER OF LOST LOVES
A priest i* laced with temptation
whan ha ra reunited with the
woman ha one* loved, a Viet
name** fefugae attempt* to «oc.lt he. American father (Rig
S TV AUCTION ICONT'OI
MYSTERYI
The Adven
tura* 01 Sherlock
Holme*
Holme* and Waiaon try to tofve a
put At involving unusual footprint*
and a dead man found m a locked
room Q

USED TANKS AT LOW,
LOW PRICES

"HERE FOR ALL
YOUR HAIR NEEDS'
DIANN
SHERRY
DONNA
1S1IE. Wooster

STADIUM PLAZA

DEBBIE
JUDY
BEV
-She's new

352"2107

.ft,!

22

Frrai»/»anl II. II
raturnad at Mar nan Cortes, con
Quart* of iha Aitocs Ml Q
O FAME Nicole ifcacovart a tat
antad songwriter whoa varying
tana e» a ruvsnae detention can-,
tar
O OHK) CRUDE Tha a-ata
mant ol Oho s gaa and on Doom

pMMMp
3:30
9 PGA GOLF Hmtaga
OHK Fevel round. fcve from He
ton Hood Island. S C
O CAROL BURNETT AND
fRIENDS
© MOVIE * # * Assault On
A Queen (1966) Frenfc Sinatra
Vrmali*
fTMCI MOV* ***
Agemtl
M Odd* 119841 Rachel Ward
J*H Budges
O

(Part 2 ol 2)
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER

4:00
8TOBE ANNOUNCED
MOVIE *# *
Rod Son
(1972) Charles Bromon. Alam

MM
0 TV AUCTION (CONT'D)
(ESPN) TENNIS WTA Wonwi s
Champtonahrps. frnal match kve
from Amah* Island Fla
430
9 WORLD CHESS CHAM
PtONSHIP
B:00

O CBC NEWS

■MM

O LIFESTYLES

OF

THE

RICH AND FAMOUS Mar
xtwi with W*am Shatnar.
Cathy IN Crosby
Malcolm
Forbas. Arthur A she. mows pro
ducw Monahem Golan, ronial
company hoad Margeui Mrkm
IB)
O FIRING LINE
530
8LOST KINGDOMS
MUPPETS

600
8 NEWS
IN CONCERT Featured Al
Marl.no
Q CBS NEWS
S MINORITY REPORT
FAME
CD TV AUCTION A t>.,t i».
phona eitravegarue where any
thing and everything enM be auctioned to Iho highest b*ddar
f STAR TREK
OHK) BUSINESS OUTLOOK
(ESPN)
NFL S
GREATEST
MOMENTS
fTMC) MOVIE **'l
Soma
body K,Bed ►*» Husband 11978)
farrah Fewcett
Jaff Bridges
Shortly attar a beautiful young
woman leas m Iowa with a takes
mao witm hot stuffy huaband ia
murdered 'PG'
6:30
• CM NEWS
■ HOTLINE
■ NSC NEWS
9 ADAM SMITH'S MONEV
WORLD
7:00
SO OO MINUTES
FRAGGLE ROCK Q
SILVER SPOONS A Hal
toween power outage creotee tha
a lor Ftiofcy and laa
i ghost story
game (Rl
0 RrPLEVS BELIEVE IT OR
NOT! Featured tha annual Ch.
naoa lea Lantern Festival, a state
01 tha an artificial hand: tha story
Ouat/stcoen tha Artec god ol
paaca who. according to lagand.
was banished from tha land and

1

730
O BEACHCOMBERS Whan
Goofga Douglaa comaa to stay
with tea daughter and har family
a conflict of cultural and parson
•fttaj*. erupts IB) Q
O PUNKV BREWSTER A
r«* p*eno teacher (Andy G>bb)
succeeds m renewing Ponliy • mrarest m har lessons IR)
BOO
0
CD
MURDER.
SHE
WROTE
Jaiaica ancountara
murder and mayham whan aha
travels to Wyoming for tha funaral
01 an old ft «and
O NHL HOCKEY Division F.
nel (Starting hme tentative)
■ KNIGHT RIDER Michael
and Kin dhaaanga a h. tech da
Signer who piana to turn over devealetmg weapons, including drone
cart, totanornta (8)
S) THAT WAS THE WEEK
THAT WAS A can ol rogulari
jome host Dend Froat at ha takes
a astmcei too* at some maior
news events ol Iho paai week -> a
•anas ol rap-d ••• skits and
sketches
I TV AUCTION (CONT'D)
PUTTIN' ON THE HITS
Lrp-synced rendHiont ol
You ra
tha Ona That l Want
I Fool tor
You."
It > m Mrs Kiss
Haai
Wave.
Somawhata Ovar Iha
Rainbow ' and Tha Devtl Want
Down to Gtorcse
O NATURE Tha f bght Ol Tha
Condor ' Varrehet of waoMa along
tha Amazon arc vawed at at ting
at Iha nvar a aourca m Ecuador
and loaowaig iti couiaa 10 tha
rungle (Part 3 ol 3) IRI Q
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASEBALL
Lounwena Stata at Miaaniarppt
Stata
(TMC) MOVIE ****
Raar
Window (19541 Jenves Stewart
Graca Koey A photographer con
'mad to hra apartment, tprsa on
ha, n**ghb<i * urmg lunoculara and
bah aval ha has wnnaaiad a mur
dar PG
B:30
O START OF SOMETHING
■JO Hott Stavs AN* looka ai
how successful paopM and popu
lar thmgs got alartad That week
Wwujm Shatnar. Jano Sayrnour
Bwy Daa VWaama. Janal laigh
tha ooiiaani rioa at waddrnga.
ahoppatg car It
•;O0
9 9 CRAZY LIKE A FOX
Whan Many •nharwt a law last of
1906 Mm and aomo old baa-baa
carda ha dncovart that aoma
paopia w4) stop ai nothtng to
hava than. IR)
S MOVIE
Embaaay (Pram .
wal Net Mancuao. Ia Watach
OfhcialB at tha Amancan Embaaay
m Roma bacoma arnbroaad *> a
muidar atvatbgatton rnvohnng an
American dafactor and atoaan |
plant for a lop-aaorat U S bomb
arq
O
MASTERPIECE
THE- ,

ATRE AI For I ova Afta> tha
daaih ol har dommaarmg mothar
a woman accepts a paymg guatt
into har houta and bacomat m
aaatrngV fond of hrm Q
»;30
© WASHINGTON REPORT
10:00
O O TRAPPER
JOHN.
M.D. A retaarch scientist at tha
hoapdai anuouaty awaits the ar
rival ol hit Fepmo marl order
bride
m SCENE Of THE CRIME h
A Vary Practical Jota
a man t
obeattron with practical roket
tuint into a reghtmara In Mur
dar on tha Roc*a
guoatt at a
pros* party wonder who mur
dared a pretty modal
{TVAUCTION (CONT'D)
rrs YOUR BUSINESS
THE HEARTBREAK TURTLE A documantary Fx* it U S
and Meucan efforti to save tha
Kempt Ridkry tea turtle horn •■
trncbon IR)
fTMC) MOVIE ** M Moscow
On Tha Hudson
(1964) Robx
Wahsmt. Maria Conchtie Atonso
A Russwjn cecus muwetan doiacia
to tha Umied Slates and aatitaa e»
New York attar bang saved trom
the KGB by a store security guard
WQ
IOSVO
GD KENNETH OOPELAND

114)0
SO OS) NEWS
NATIONAL I Tha Natron t
ButmesB w* foaOw ) Q
O MONTY PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUS
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
11:16
O NEWSFtNAL
11:20
g) ABC NEWS P
11:30
O AT THE MOVIES Scheduled Roger Ebart and Gene Sis»ei
look at current trends in AmatKan
0
MOVIE
***
Gong
Home (19711 Robert Mitchum
Brando Vaccaro Following ha.
mother s murder an •■ con hums
down his father for whom he har
bors mingled taaknga of love and
hate
0 ENTERTAINMENT THIS
WEEK Featured Ehrabath Toy
lor
0 FOR MY PEOPLE
11:36
0 LIFESTYLES OF
RICH AND FAMOUS

12:00
O ENTERTAINMENT THIS
WEEK Featured Eh/abath lay
lor
O MOVIE **
Screamer
(19741 Pamela Fiankan. Jest Ner
ion
«TV AUCTION (CONT'D)
700 CLUB Scheduled fMy
Graham's daughter (■» diacuaaaa
CTtad-raaring
C9PN) TENNIS WTA Woman a
Chemp^onsrwjs Irnal match from
Amaka Island Fla IRi
(TMC) MOV* *t> -»
Strang
ar's Km (1983) Pelar Coyess
Victoria Tennant
12:30
0 TAKING ADVANTAGE

Klotz
Flower
Farm
Come See All Our
Beautiful Spring Flowers
906 Napoleon

TNI

•,WW8Jg3-8381

1:00

T
I
I

c
o

TAKING ADVANTAGE
NEWS
CHrLDREN BETWEEN
LIFE AND DEATH
1:30
* HAWAII FIVE-O
CHILDREN
BETWEEN
LIFE AND DEATH
1:40
(TMC) MOV* #*# Agemi
AI Odds (19841 Rachel Ward
Jeff Bridges
2:00
© WALL STREET JOURNAL REPORT
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER

2 30
O
CB8
NrGHTWATCH

NEWS

3 00
(ESPN) USFL FOOTBALL loa
Angelas Eaprest at Darwer Gold
<R>
MONOAY
APRL 22. 1986
CaeoiaM ' <MS IVOMK
EVENING

6:00

IOIBNEWS
JtOO.OOO NAME THAT
TUNE
© TV AUCTION A btttby
phone ««MBvagarua where any
thing and everytteng ww be auc
tionad to the tughatt bidder
SCUFFRENT STROKES
ADAM SMITH S MONEY
WORLD
6 30
OO CBS NEWS
O NBC NEWS
m ABC NEWS C3
O HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
©BUSINESS REPORT
(ESPN) SF*ORTSLOOK
fTMC) MOVIE **
Jeremy'
(19731 Robby Benson Grynrss
O'Connor
Two teen agr-t encounter kove lor iha hrti uma. but
not without lacing many awkward
situations along the way PG
7 KM
O O ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT Interwew with Merhn
Mul
O SHELLEY
m WHEEL OF FORTUNE
m OUKES OF HAZZARD
OM*A*S*H
O
MACNE8.
/ LEHRER
NCWSHOUR
R9PN) SPORTSCENTER
7 SO
O P-M. MAGAZINE A dose
up of Wetter OoreXrte. ragn-tech
maaatest at the home; meet Scott
rtswwlten.
Athena intarnabonal
Fwn Feetivai Buffalo Bkookbuastr
consaat wsnnar
Q VENTURE
O FAMsLY FEUD

OTAXI
O THREE'S COMPANY
KSPN) INSIDE BASEBALL

MO
O S SCARECROW AND
MRS. KINO Amanda ra kidnapped by a white slavery rmgkaeeer when She and tee are atternphng to rescue three agantt
horn bahmd the Iron Curtem 811
O HANGIN' IN Kate counsels
a lame> and <*scovert that the fa

ther is leering a double kfe. Webster helps Male locate the gel ol
Nt dleams (R)CJ
O TVS BLOOPERS AND
PRACTICAL
JOKES Jemes
Darren creates a scene with
Heather lockiear at a French rattaurent; Bufabe Smith carries the
Olympic loreh down a deadend
street. Abbott and Costeao a
Who a on Felt' sketch
O
HARDCASTLE
ANO
MCCORMrCK Mark throws a
party while tha judge is out of
town but tha house ra left a mass
and soma ■nportam documents
are trussing (Ft) CJ
O TV AUCTION (CONT'D)
O MOV* * * Terror Among
Os (1980! Don Meredith Sarah
Purcea A raprai out on parole
threatens the kves ol five young
O ANCIENT LIVES Tha ve
lage so4>e and hit ton lUuggle to
survive a femeie dursng Tha Year
of the Hyena, and the weage it
finaey abandoned g
(ESPN) AUTO RACING Formu
la I Portuguese Grand Pru. from
Eatom. Portugal IR)
(TMC) MOVIE **V,
Star
80
11983) Ma/iel Hemingway.
Ere Roberts Trace* the career
and death of modal-actress Dorothy Straiten who was murdered
by her estranged husband R Q
B:90
0 DANGER BAY Whan Grant
and a local antrepfeneur raise a
1 Bib-century treasure chest they
agree to have ri stored m tha
shark tank at tha eguarsen unte it
can be opened (R( Q

MO
O • KATE 8 ALL* Kete a>
herns en ugty monkey s paw trom
an eccentric aunt, and il an ma to
work as a magic good-krek charm
IRI
O FRONT PAGE CHALLENGE Q
O TELEVISION ACADEMY
HALL OF FAME Carol Burnett.
Sid Caesar
Water Cronkite.
Joyce Hal. Bod Serkng. Ed Suft
van and Sylvester Pat Weaver
are mducted at caremorvas taped
et the Santa Monrcs (Cast* I Crwc
Canter
Pertonaetrea rncrudtng
MAe Waesce. John Rmer. Lucraa
Bal. Woody Alan. Paul Wmchel
and lha Baroarn Orangutana will
pay troute to the e>ducsses. p
O
MOVIE
*** H
Moramon Man (19761 Dushn
Hohvnan lavrenca Okvasr An m
koeaactive etaauate ttuaent hnds
hrmaas* at lha mercy ol a tevrrfysng
farmer Nan ehraftasn searching for
hra hrdstan cache of dsarncods IRI
O
AMERICAN
PLAY
HOUSE
Under The Batmora
Clock
Thra comedy
adapted
trom an F. Scott FrugaraW story.
Llr/enrclas a llappar's romanbc
aursuri of a rujndaome wealthy
bachelor and har discovery of rvi
lamay's eccentricities CJ
sWPN) USPL FOOTBALL San
Antonio Gunelingert at Oakland
rnveders
B30
O • NEWHART OtCk St
■empti to promote the sale of
Krt'a runriowit cafe on he> tasswsion la* show IRI
O REACH FOR THE TOP

[dfeV. V»i^/iyf//^Wj]

C

.Km,. .'/%~..—/.l~S<S........

)

p Bring in this coupon for p

° 20% off 8
Haircuts, Perms, and
1 Make-up Demonstrations
with a»ue

hW^f faitlF"" Ss^a i 6 il

10:00
O ■ CAGNEY « LACEY
Whan Mary Bath goes undercover
as a cabbie on a murder invesligetton. har son Michael Overcome
with tear lor har safety runs
away IRI
0 NATIONAL / JOURNAL
JTV AUCTION (CON TO)
REAL ESTATE: INVESTMENT OF THE BOS
rTMCI MOVIE •*## "Terms
01 Endaarmeni
11983) Shelay
Mactame Oebra Winger Jamas
L Brooks t chrortacla of the 30
year evokibon of tha cornpres but
toving rsiehonshsj between a
mother
and har independent
daughiar PG Q
10: SO
O WRITERS WRITING Pui
itiar Prura-wesmng feature writer
tor The Miami Herald Madeleine
BUM begms a paaca about an 87
year old community actrwsi and
wsnds up wnmg about a 19-year
oUboftw g
11:00

JO O O O NEWS
WKRP IN CINCINNA II
WE SING. . THAT THEY
SHALL SPEAK
11:26
O HAWAII FIVE-O
11:30
I TAXI
SIMON 8> SIMON R*k and
A J era head to find out who is
ateekng conhdanhal teas trom the
Othce of the* rival Myron Fowler
IB)
O BEST OF CARSON Hoti
Johnny Carson Guests Madeline
Kahn Tracy Uemen IB)
O ABC NEWS NrGHTLINE
© SANFORD ANO SON
O LATENIGHT AMERICA
Guests Or Sidney Wolfe on ban
nmg 10 common dyes, psychasinst Theodore Isaac Rubm. author
Of Overcoming mdecisrveness
IRI
12:00
O
STREETS
OF
SAN
FRANCISCO
SBJ/LOBO
THREE STOOGES
fESPNI SPORTSCENTER
12:16
(TMC)
MOVIE
*
Natranal
Lampoons Class Reunion'
11982) Garni Graham. M«hesf
Larner
12:26
O CARRY ON LAUGHING
12:30
O LATE NIGHT WITH DA
VK) LETTERMAN Schadufctd
comedians B«y Crystal and John
Wither spoon
CSPN) USPL FOOTSAU San
Antor-o Gursskngars at Oakland
rmraderatB)
TUESOAV
APPJL23. 1986

6:00
QOONEWS
m $100,000 NAME THAT
TUNE
O TV AUCTION A brd-bv

phona eitravaganra where any
thmg and evarytheig wal be auctioned to the highest bidder
tDtFF RENT STROKES
ROO ANO REEL
fTMC) MOVIE * * * Reuben
Reuben 11983)Tom Conn Keay
McGeks A Scottish poet on the
lecture circuit indulge a ha pat
sums lor boors and young women
on New England eoaegs cam
puses R
6:30
QO CBS NEWS
O NBC NEWS
O ABC NEWS Q
ffi HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
(S BUSINESS REPORT
(ESFN)
WORLD
CLASS
WOMEN (R>
700
O O ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT interwew with Joe
PrscopO
Q SEEING IT OUR WAY
O WHEEL OF FORTUNE
O DUKES OF HAZZARD
QM-AaS*H
O MACNEN.
/
LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
7:30
O Wet, MAGAZINE Alaska s
humpback
whakss
Slavarmo
CCC Jau Weak. rJo-rt-yourseM ok
O GEORGE 6 MtLDREO
O FAM8.Y FEUD
OTAXI
® THREE'S COMPANY
(ESPN) JULIUS
ERVING'S
SPORTS FOCUS
BOO
O LUC* ARNAZ SHOW Or
Lucas trades barbs with a popular
•par Is cctummsi (Danny Aesso)
who panned her radro lab show
O NHL HOCKEY Diweon Final (Starting tens tentative)
O
SILOAM
CHRISTIAN
MISSION
O A-TEAM Tha team goes up
•garnet two different crime syndt
catea to rescue she kidnapped
daughter of a key government
witness (Rtg
O THREES A CROWD Jack
and Vicky's rest domeehc squab
bte forces them to lergn together
nets ss they gethor to carabrate
Mr Bradford'sbethday (Rig
«TV AIJCnON (CONT'D)
MOV* *#s>'s
Daa M
For Murder (19641 Ray Mwend
Graca KaBy After leernmg of hM
wraj'a eslrdoaty. a man decides to
hava har sammated
O NOVA A close up new of
the tamey kfe and annual rmgtat-ona e> the grey whales (Rig
(ESPN) AUTO RACING rtAS
CAR Northwestern Bank 400
trom North Wssesboro NCB)
(TMC) MOV* * *
AH The
Merb.es (19811 Pater Fab Burt
Young A husfkng. wieeoeckmg
manager pushes tea two lefnale
wreettert toward tha top R
6 30
O JEFFERSONS Loussa aape
nances a crtaia of conr^dsnee and
■ears George wsl be smtten whan
an attractrve new tenant arrives
on me scene g
O FOUL-UPS. BLEEPS at
BLUNDERS Phyiks Oiaar shows
ham footage of har 1961 guest
appear anc a on
You Bat Your

.

25

fmniimM it. mi

MO
9 0 MOVIE **
Gamas
Mother N«va* Tauohl Vow"
(I9B2I Sam Waiariion. loratta
Swtt A woman who w mi* a rum
py marriage. rehabM foenda and ■
make oo-wori«rt ru»a of corporaaa athrca nM radaal rawaon

NO
0 mmoe coov MMDVtow Boil ha datactor lo hgura
out why ■ famous author irwy
•vara hrad 10 protacl comnwtM
aorcrda m
0 WHO'S
THE
SOCS7
Angala la boamg mad whan Tony
auccumbi to tha aaductnra
rrumauvarmg of ona ol hat aorarrly
aanara (Nancy Stafford) and at
oapta an aMtatmn lo be har data
to rha reunion parly IR) Q
0 FRONTLINE An eummetmn ol contacts wntan iha Amancan Cethoec Church and it i rate
tmnahm wrth rha Vatican Q
9:30
0 HA* TO THE CHIEF Ofcver
com ha way aito tha miaaai ado
m an at tampi to thwart tha madman who hat threatened to detona*a a nuclear dawoa Q
10:00
0
REMINGTON
STEELE
Ramngion and Laura go undaroovar lo pravant a murdar at tha
reunion ol format mambari ol a
haph-achool boaeoek Ham. Guaat
atars
Mrcksy Manila. Whrtay
Ford W>
0 MACGP.UOEP. * LOUD
Malcolm and Jenny hunt tar a
enma boaa apaarhaaoVio a mapy
drug operation Q
I TV AUCTION (CONT'D)
NEWS
JEAN
SHEPHERD'S
AMERICA A ewnay of tha ntuara and adworoang aaaooaaad
■nth beer
CSPN) SKHNG *■ Amancar, Pro
Cleeerc horn rUrtoeo N M (ft)
fTMC) MOVIE *** LovaMa
Or Laava Ma 119551 Dona Day.
Jamaa Cagnay A motoiar mm
naa tha aaigar to mada famoua
but tocomaa arvagad wfam to
can I control tor

.OiJ©
<0O0 COUPLE
THE SPORTING LIFE A
profaa of woman* proaaabonal
ba*eaaa6 pkeya> Nancy ia>
man. tivar modal wanner at tto
1t76 0>yrnp«a
ESPN)
NFLS
GREATEST
MOMENTS OU

lliOO
(••■JNEW8
NATIONAL / JOURNAL
iWKRP tH CINCINNATI
ON THE LINE
11:30
*TAXI
PAU. GUV Two barf-pumo
mg con aiMta laad Cob. Mow-*
and Jody to Mnacn. whara tto
caaa a comphcaiad by a phew
treasure trova and murdar (R)
0 TONIGHT Hoat
Johnny
Caraon
IASC NEWS NrGHTLINE
SANFORO AND SON
LATENrGHT AMERICA
Scheduled tarmar rVewdant Jmmy Canar. author ol "Tha Blood
of Abraham
dncueeea tto M-t

WWA
«trnl SPORTSCENTER
12:00
■
STREETS
Of
SAN
FRANCISCO
I NEWS
I1J/LOSO
I THREE STOOOES
«PM) TOP HANK BOXING
Ray Orav v» CtMrtM C*npt*i ta
If* ESPN MK«—»»M Clump.
out*) "». .MiMA*d to 12
•ou>dB. from AttMK Civ NJ

i:
H

1IKM
(TWO MOVIE ***»
tmy
Rldv"
11969) ftfto Food*.
CtontHonai
12:26
■ HAWAII FIVE-O
12:30
9 LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID LETTERMAN SdMM
comocpen aaw wngrtt
12:40
0 COLUMBO Autorrmbaa executive Maydan Danngar (Robert
Vaughn! a a pnma auapact m tto
murdar of a oruoa asp'a featured
vocaaat tPoupaa ■ocar). (RI
1:O0
(HAWAII FIVE-O
JVMMY SWAGGAKT
MOVIE **#
Ai The
Kmg'a Man
11849) Brodarmk
Crawford John Ireland
WEDNESDAY
APRJL 24, 1666

MB

■ ••NEWS

0 S 100,000 NAME THAT
TUNE
• TV AUCTION A brd-by
phona extravaganza whara any
thing and everyinmg wal to aucIronad to tto hr-gtoat brddar
(DI*F RENT STROKES
COOKING MEXICAN
ESPN) FISHIN HOLE
fTMC) MOVIE ** "Hard To
Hard"' I1M4I Rrok SprrngtoM
Janat EaMr A rook n rol star
laal IW a ctod p«ychotoo»at and ra
datarmrnad to wan har lova *PG

Q

e 30

• fBCSSNCWS
■ NBC NEWS
■ AKhCWSg
• HA^V DAYS AGAIN
W SUSINESS REPORT
(ESPN) SrORTSLOOK
7:O0
41 • ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT miarwaw waft Richard Cranna
.■NEVER THE TWAIN
■ WHEEL Of FORTUNE
■ DUKES Of HAZZARD
■ M*A*S*H
■ MACNEE. / LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
KSPN) SPORTSCCNTER
7:30
• P.M. MAGAZINE Loa An
gaaa Poaca Dapartmam S.W.AT.
taam; Luciano Paaarottj. mattari
of afa and daath
■ ROSINS NEST
■ FAMU V FEUD

■ THREE'S COMPANY
■»NI INStOE THE
PGA
TOUR
• 00
• ■ DOUBLE DARE A u«
Of
aocialnai imntd buiglan
thraatana Bray Diamond i futura
Camao appaaranca by Mantyn
McCoo
I THE PffTH ESTATE
NATIONAL ALCOHOLISM TEST Ouaaoona naagnad
lo datarrrtana whathar a paraon
toa a drwaung piabarii ara arv
iwarad by lacovanrtg atcohohca
ndudrng Roy Scha-Ja and Batty
Ford
■ PALL GUY Co* a daw
iranad to hnd out why a bad
wmpar that to aft bahnd m a
amal town wri haa baan murdarad IRIQ
«TV AUCTION (CONT'D)
.
MOVIE *** Roaarbal
(197b) Jamaa Caw. John Houaoman In a ngMfly conBoiad aocraty
ol tto futura. tto auparaiar of tto
numbar-one aport chalangaa tto
aatabaatod ordar by i«ruang to
i ataa from tto gama
• SMITHSONIAN WORLD
Faaturad vchaaorogata* dracovanaa about Cuatar'i dafaai at Lara Bighorn tto afa and work of
tto 19th-cantury Amarrcan pamt« Thomaa Eakma Q
(ESPN) HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL McDonald i AR-Slar
Gama from Dalai
fTMC) MOVIE *** Twrhght
Zona - Tha Hawa 119831 John
Lilhgow
Vic
Morrow
TlMa
rrornaga to tto old Rod Sarkng TV
aanaa faaturaa aagmanta about a
brgoHd bar patron I comauppanca. a group of rabramant
homa raardartta who racaptura
tha* youth, a chad wrth tto powar to oroata or daatroy at wd). and
an arpfara paaaanga who aaaa a
grarnan tabotagng tto plane *
ww-a PG

MM

■ MOVIE ***H Tto Odd
Coupla
0968) Jack Lammon.
Wator Matthau Two drvorcad
man wrth oordkchng pwionahtiaa
dacada to atora an apatmant m
NawVorkCrty
(WAYNE AND SHUSTER
MOVIE
**
Sunaat
Lartouaaa'' (I9S3) John Rm*
SuaanOay A wouWtooamodun
takaa a job aa a otouhaur to
ctonga ha araaponaMa anaga
but unwit t ngty bacomaa mvohwd
with nanaong unrjarworid hanchman (R) CJ
■ FACTS OF LIFE Tooto to
aawa that tto only way to kaap
tor Doyfrand (Todd MoaOwak) a
to ambart on a mora adult taU
tronatotwrlhton (Rig
0 HOTEL Chnaarn a courtad
by an oM flama: Patar maa to praant an abuaad w-ta bom ahootmg har toaband. Magan worraa
about how BtOa trma aha apanda
wrth Dava IRIQ
■ THE WELL-TEMPERED
BACH WITH PETER USTINOV Muascal pariormanoa and
documantary mm combtnad <n tha
carabratron ol tto 300th armrvwaary ol Johann Sabaatwjn Bach ■
toth axludad ara aaacoona from
kayboard. otombar and choral
worki. along with Uairnov'a rawawot tto<

Come In And Pick Up Your
PREl^RREDOTTOMERCARD
(everyone is eligible)

9:30
0 CAROL BURNETT ANO
FHrEhiDS
0 SARA Sara ■ taan aga maca
warta and laama much about kfa
dunng ona awanmg wrth Maty

T>*URSOAY
aim 26. IBM

10:00
0 NATIONAL / JOURNAL
0 ST. ELSEWHERE Waat
phak'a daughtar Havaa lor cot
aga Crarga aaaual *ff-cuMw»
with ha wrka forca hrm to aaap at
tha hoaprtal, rra«nbara of tha
nurang ktaft lokow through with
para to itaga a a**a. (HI
0 20 / 20 Schaduiad chrono■ogacal docurnantauon of tto af
forta of mora than 200 Naw York
Oty pubkc achaoat to raraa funda
to tofp wcbrni of aavara food
■hortagaa m Ethrapa CJ
I TV AUCTION (CONT'D)
NEWS
IESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT
KARATE Rob Satom v* Ckartlon Young an a toavywaaght bout
•ohaoUad for 10 rounds, bom
Longwaw. Taaaa
fTMC) MOVIE ****
Roar
Window (1954) Jamaa Stawart.
QracaKafy Aphotographar. conhnad to hat apartmant. apaa ci
ha iw^jhbora uaing binoculars and
bakayai to haa wrtnaasad a murdar. PG
10:30
0 HOME SWEET HOME A
look at tto opporturatrss and
problama ol buying and labng a
homa with hrancal advaoa and
homa wnprovarnant lapa
11:00

000 NEWS
I WKRP IN CINCINNATI
I ART BEAT
11:26
O U-KNOW AWAROS Carol
Papa and Paul Stoflar hoat tha U
Know Awada bom tto Toronto
Corrwmnon Cantra. Toronto
11:30
fTAXI
MAGNUM, P.I. Magnum
tras to racovar a vakabla atrlact
atoan bom a modam-day Samula warrior (HI
0 TONrGHT Hoai
Johnny
Carson
S ABC NEWS NrGHTLINE
SANFORO AND SON
LATENrGHT AMERICA
Schsduhtd Mm ita author and
danoa Ann Maar on tor rola an
"Sugar Babaa". co-author» Paul
and Sarah Edwada ("Working
'romriorr* I
fESPN) SPORTSCENTER
12:00
0
STREETS
OF
SAN
FRANCISCO
(BJ/LOSO
THREE STOOOES
(ESPN) JULIUS ERVING'S
SPORTS FOCUS (R)
fTMC) MOVaE ***
Tto
Bnda Wora Back'' II98') Joanna
Moraau. Jaan Oauda Bnary
12:30
0 LATE NIGHT WITH DAVK> LETTERMAN Sctodulad
comadutn JayLano
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (R)
12:40
0 MOVIE ***V>
KWwdo
acopa
(19861 Wanan Baatty
SuaannahYork

S:00
■ 00 NEWS
0 SlOO.OOO NAME THAT
TUNE
0 TV AUCTION A totby
phora) — trawagaraa whara any
dang and a-nwythang wal to auctionad to tha haghant bxktm
(Off F RENT STROKES
OHIO BUSINESS OUT
LOOK
(ESPN) FITNESS MAGAZINE
Hoat a Tom and Nancy Saawjr
fTMC) MOVIE ** ", Moacow
On Tha Hudaon (19841 Roban
Wafcami Maria Conchrta Alonao
A Rusaaan cacua muaacian datscta
to tto Unnad Stataa and aotOaa m
Naw Vort aftar bang aavad bom
tto KGB by a atora aacurrty guard
R g
B:30
■ 0 CBS NEWS
■ NBC NEWS
0 ABC NEWS CJ
0 HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
0 BUSINESS REPORT
(ESPN)
HORSE
RACING
WEEKLY
?:O0
0 0 ENTERTAINMENT
TONrGHT intarvww with Jodyn
Smith
■ KEEP IT IN THE FAMHV
0 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
0 DUKES Of HAZZARD

0M*A"S*H

0 MACNEB.
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
7.30
0 P.M. MAGAZINE A look at
aoua-i hockay. Rita Morano. Hank
Dockar. a band aador. Cavav Cafa
0 NHL HOCKEY Drvaron Fl
rtal IStartng lama tantatnal
IFAMBY FEUD
TAXI
THREE S COMPANY
(ESPN) SPEEOWEEK
BOO
0 0 MAGNUM. P.I. Hag
gin* harbori an old frwnd who
toa br ok an out of pa* to raacua hn
kidnappad grandaon. and Mag
num rolucianrty ograoa to hot? IRI
0 COSBY SHOW Ckar nahaa
off to an amportant mtarwaw.
aawng Caff homa to land to Rudy
who M aack n bod (R)
0 WaLDSlOE An omary ai
gurthghtw who poaiaaaai a powarful naw waapon aaaka ravanga
rnst Brodw Q
TV AIJCTION (CONTD)
MOVIE ** in Tto Cuato
dy Of Saangars (1982) Martar.
Stoon. Jana Aktaandar A rMtlaaa
and hagh-strung laan agar arraal
ad aftar a drwnkan banga a tockad
n ad wrth tordanad eratwuaa
0 THE LIVING PLANET: A
PORTTLAJT OF THE EARTH
An aaarrwtatron of human mrluanca on tha an w/onmant. mclud
rag a aurmry of tto arkacta of aod
ran and (to dapkttton of raan for
aatsg
(ESPN)
SOPERBOUTS
OF

"It's Spring and
Love Is In the Air"
Send your loved
one a special
Spring Bouquet
6 Balloons and a Mug of
Hershey s Kisses— just $18

Tha Balloon

THE
70S Laon SparAa ya
Muhammad Ak. Fab 78 an Las
Vogaa |R)
(TMCI MOVIE * * *', Carraf
Knowksdga (1971) Jack Nahol
aon. Arthur fJarfunkal Two man
awpraaa markadry ddfarant am
tuoss about woman aid an aa
rtoy ramam handa bom thai colktga yaan m tto 1940s through
maddkt aga for bosn of itom ai tha
1970s R
8:30
0 FAMILY TK8 lo MB i
court* ragua-amam AWn and a
long ina rival taam up at a oraa
oantar whara ttoy wand up with a
cnaa of bsar own ovar a cal bom
a awcaoaf atudant IR)
BOO
0 0 SIMON B SIMON * l
and fbok ara toad by a woman
who baaavaa cfcjas to tto aantrty
of tor cartoomat lattor a kmmt can
ba bmnd ■• hw comat inc IRI
0 EVE TO EVE A aarts-rahrad
prnaaa datactrwr and ha aa-pannar a daughtar bacoma an urdbsfy
•nvsstigativa taam an Holy wood

(Rig

0 MYSTERY1
Tto Advsn
turas Of Stortock
Hotmas
Hobraa and Wataon bacoma ambrodad an a Chratmao Day capar
rrtyohnng a pneaasa awal itokan
bom a countasa and rwJdan naade
agooaa g
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING
Jahad Kamam va Zacfc Hawrtt an
■ ana mrddkrwaaoht bout achadubtd for aaght rourtda. Ina from
Laa Vagaa. Na.
•:30
0 NIGHT COURT Tha lunar
aca coma out ol tto woodwork
whan Harry armouries* that to
wal gwo tto prooaada ol ha wav
nrng lottery tickai to tto naarksst
n Manhattan (Rl
10:00
0 0 CBS REPORTS Hon
or. Duty And A War Caabd Vratnam Waftar Oonkita rakacta on
tto wa an Souttoaat Ana raturna
to batas aaaa. aacuaiai tto kataona aanad a dacada ahat tto
war'■ conduaron and aitarwawi
waarana.
0 HILL STREET BLUES An
nvaaiigatrva TV raportar « foaow
•ng Ha and Ranko: LaRua admrta
to waa wnti tto waa of a akan
man on tto nrght of tto murdar. a
rook m cop tabaa ha kka folrawng
an ambarraaaang awanl at a party
than
tto nrght batora IRI
~\ 20 / 20 p
»TV AUCTION (CONT DI
tNEWS
NEW WORLD VISIONS
Prof Vancant ScuBy of Yafct Ur>
varsity narraaas tha haiory ol da.afcopang nykai an Amancan art.
togannang wrth aarry colonaraiKm
•ound 1660
ITMC) MOVIE ** ,
Matung
Tto Grada (19641 Judd hataon.
Dana Otaan A apoaad rich kid of
lars 610.000 to a itraatwwa
taan agar to hnah out ha laal
yoar at prap achool for hrm R

V

1O:30
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL

OOO COUPLE

0 UNIVERSITY PERSPECTIVE
11 30
1TAXI

i-

NEWS
NEWHART Joanna labaN
aganat tto Varmont aarbtaon of
towng woman aarva lhaa hua
banda at ponuok dtnnori (Rl
0 TONIGHT Hoat
Johr-y
Car*.
Caraon
Sctodulad Alan K «g
~1 ABC NEWS NrGHTLINE
I SANf ORD ANO SON
LATENrGHT AMERICA
Sctodulad Frank WArnaon. asac
utrr* dractor of tto Natrona
Commanaa Agaaw Rapraaarva
Lagraaoon paychotogat and author Ann Kaaar Stama ( Iwmg
Through Parsonal Cnaa I
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER

1-

12:00
0
STREETS
OF
SAN
FRANCISCO
I HAWAII FIVE-O
BJ/LOSO
THREE STOOGES
IE9PNI PKA FULL CONTACT
KARATE Rob Salata *s Chart
ton Young ai a hoavywarght boul
achadukad for 10 rounda. horn
Longwaw. Taaaa (HI
(TMC) MOVIE ••">
Rapo
Man 11984) Emrfco Earar Ha
ry Daan Station
12 OB
0 MOVIE
***
Hota.
(1967) Rod Taytc.
CMhanra
Spa*
12:30
0 LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID LETTERMAN

laOO
I HAWAII FIVE-O
JIMMY SWAGGANT
MOVIE *#* TtoThraOl
It AI 119631 Dora Day Jamas
Garrar
1:30
■ NEWS
(ESPN) SPEEDWEEK IR)
l«0
(TMCI MOVIE # * 4 Moscow
On Tto Hudaon
119841 Room
Wakama Mara Conchrta Alonao
2O0
0
CBS
NIGHTWATCH

NEWS

(ESPN) FITNESS MAGAZINE
Hoat* Tom and Nancy Saaw
(Rl

2:30
NEWS
■
CSS
NIGHTWATCH
(ESPN) SPOHTSCENTER
3:00
ICSPNI HORSE RACING
WEEKLY (R)
1:30
(ESPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES
FOOTBALL (Rl
3:«0
(WO MOVIE * * » A 1 .iiu
01 Dynvnm
119721 JMHM
Cotwni. Rod Slwgv

*to4*fiiaw
o
. ■ •
f
1
VwvOood
Omt
. . **H
. . . a*
MW
1.

****
***»
. . ••*
... *»

1 1:00

000 NEWS
WKRP IN CINCINNATI

Howard's club H
210 I. MAIN
LIKE ENTERTAINMENT
10 COVER
MfTfff
Harry irer
ti HBWirtt"

, Call Us Today 352-6061
t ■:;■ ifla-ste
mow .2 * 8H I

noafoqi..-

"M

mm/Urfl ii. tm

NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT
WE ARE SORRY TO ANNOUNCE THAT THESE
BUILDINGS ARE COMPLETELY FULL FOR 85-86:
228
320
801
701
815

S. College
Elm
Fifth
Fourth
Fourth

309
507
525
517
520

High
E. Merry
E. Merry
E. Reed
E. Reed

615
649
610
805
825

Second
Sixth
Second
Thurstin
Third

BUT WE DO STILL HAVE VERY NICE
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE:
640 Eighth Street.
2 Bedroom Famished Apartments. Very Quiet. FREE WATER & SEWER.

841 Eighth Street.
2 Bedroom Furnished Apartments. FREE WATER & SEWER.

803 Fifth Street.
2 Bedroom Furnished Apartments. FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER, &
CABLE TV!!.

810 Fourth Street. 1 left
One Bedroom Furnished Apartments. FREE HEAT, WATER, & SEWER.

773 Manville.
2 Bedroom Unfurnished Apartments. FREE WATER & SEWER.

725 Ninth Street.
1 Bedroom Unfurnished Apartments. V. Quiet. FREE WATER &
SEWER.

850 Scott Hamilton.
2 Bedroom Apartments, V. Large Rooms. Close to Campus, New Living
Room Furniture. FREE WATER & SEWER. *

602 Second Street.
Very quiet 1 Bedroom Apartments. Close to Campus. Furnished or
Unfurnished.

605 Second Street.
1 Bedroom Unfurnished Apartments. FREE WATER & SEWER.

FOR ALL YOUR HOUSING NEEDS
CONTACT THE PROFESSIONALS!!!
-5620
328 S. MAIN

t

